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Weather Forecast

Daily Jflaxim

Tonight and Saturday
fair; somewhat
warmer.

Wise is the man who,
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SPEAKS

SISSQN

SHE'S
FROM

MIS-

JAP CONTROVERSY.

ATTACKS

TREATY-MAKIN-

TALKS

THE FORMATION.
CHEAP

OF

MONEY

If ILL NOT

To Remedy Jap Situation.
MEXICO
BANKRUPT
Constitutional amendment to vest
in congress exclusive power to legislate on all questions affecting the UNLESS $100,000,000 LOAN IS RECEIVED PROVISIONAL REright of citizens of foreign countries
residiirv in the United States was
GIME IS DOOMED
proposed in a joint resolution today
by Representative fUirtholdt of Missouri. The proposed
amendment CUSTOMS RECEIPTS PLEDGED
deals directly with the question Involved in the present California-JapanesIN CASE THE REBELS WIN THEY
situation.

G

DECLARES COVENANTS BETWEEN
NATIONS SHOULD BE PUBLIC
IN

FOREIGN

ft

SISSIPPI ADDRESSES HOUSE
ON

They know that the quickest and
surest route is through the treaty-makin-g
power, because they only deal
first with one man, the president,
s
of the Senand one body,
GO .
ate.
VI don't want this government to
be destroyed through the treaty-maic- BAG
ni(4 power," Mr. Sisson concluded.
"So. gentlemen of the house, I have
taken this position, not because the
Japanese ;ire involved in this contro- REVOLUTIONIST LEADER WAKNS
versy, but I would take this position
CAPITALISTS WHO WOULD
if England, Germany, France or any
LOAN TO HUERTA.
other nation on earth were involved."
two-third-

RIGHTS
REPRESENTATIVE

knowing little,
says lees.

LABOR

e

SAYS NOBODY BUT BIG GRASPING TRUSTS DESIRES ALIEN

ASSERT

LABOR ADMITTED.

THEY WILL REPUDIATE PROMISES.

GEORGE WANTS PEACE.

Berlin, May 23. King George of
England, at present the guest of Emperor William here, spoke earnestly
today on the necessity for the maintenance of world peace, in replying
to an address presented to him by
the British residents of Berlin, gathered at the British embassy. His majesty said:
"The preservation of peace is my
ferveni desire, as it was the chief
end and object of my father's life."
This is the first political note
sounded during the wedding ceremonies of Emperor William's only daughter, for which three emperors and
many princes are gathered.

Washington, May 23. Representative Sisson of Mississippi made his
announced Japanese speech today in
the house. President Wilson, U;r
Mr. Sisson reuentiy had made a "war
speech," coiled :h n.piesentativa ;o
the White House and asked him not
to make another speech that might
complicate the diplomatic negotiations wth Japan or influence the pub.
lie mind.
Mr. Sisson today
disclaimed any
Intention of making a "war speech"
but attacked the position that the
treaty-makinpower superseded the
powers of tne sovereign
states.
VESUVIUS IS RESTLESS.
Mr. Sisson declared he took his poNaples, May 23. Vesuvius during
sition "not because the Japanese,
were Involved; that he would take It the night and this morning showed
toward England, France, Germany or renewed signs of activity. One erupany other nation; and that it only re- tion was accompanied by a slight
quired patieace and cool heads tor earthquake shock. A new and large
both countries to arrive at an amic- central fissure has opened around the
able, fair and just settlement of art crater from which ashes are emitted.
The ashes, however, have not yet
difficulties."
"If any nation," said Mr. Sissda, gone beyond te limits of the vol"should decide that they will dictate cano.
to us our land laws, then we would
TWO SAILORS KILLED
be unworthy ot national existence If
San Diego, Calif., May 23. A high
we submitted to such dictation. Does
pressure cylinder casting blew out of
any one claim that this is a
tiou of war because "I announce tnis the port engine on the torpedo boat
destroyer Stewart during a speed t.wt
truth?
v "It is no declaration of war for today, killing two men and probably
the United States government to de- fatally injuring a third.
The dead: Mr. Smith, oiler; H. F.
cline to override th'e rights of a sovereign state at the dictation of a Bock, chief machinist's mate. The
foreign power. If the United States injured: Alma Miller, over-oilegovernment should deliver a state
over to the mercies of a flood of
tliens from any nation, then I main- U08E
tain that the federal government
would have prcst.tuted its authority,
111 llAtWALTUHtliii
is the mere announcement of the
principle a dec '.a' at ion of war?
"Nothing has been further from my BUT THE SENATE TARIFF
MITTEE REFUSES TO GRANT
than to embarrass or to tend to
AN EXTENSION.
render more difficult the peaceful so-lution of whatever differences, real
or imaginary, may exist between the
May 23. Announce-friendlWashington,
government of Japan and went that the finance committee will
hear no more tariff argument's after
our own government."
Mr. Sisson pleaded for the open Tuesday has brought from a:l pans
of the country appeals far au exten
door of treaty.
"If the president and senate cn sion of time. They will be disregard-- ;
make such a treaty, let us tear down ed, however, and all manufacturers
every door of secrecy. Let us re- - who have inquired have been notified
quire the president to publish every that they may file briefs up to the
letter and telegram bearing upon a time the bill is reported to the
treaty on the very mo- - ate.
State Senator Samuel Ross of Masment of its dispatch. Let the cloture
of the senate be removed.
Throw sachusetts, representing the United
Textile Workers of America, appealopen the doors."
Mr. Sisson made lengthy argument ed to Senator Johnson's
today for not so great a reduction
purporting to show the possibility of
corporation control of iand, which on cotton manufacture as is proposed
Senator Hughes asked if he
would be made possible by allowing
the importation of "cheap alien lab- thought the proposed cut would reduce wages.
or."
"No, it won't reduce wages," said
"Ifany of these large employers of
labor," he said, "would be delighted Rosb, "because we won't stand for U
to have the federal government, and the time is passed in this counthrough its treaty-makinpower, let try for any reduction in wages. We
down the bars and let the alien come have nothing to do with the manufac- in. What would become of the Amerend of it, but we feel that the
ican farmer if the great corporations great reduction in coton duties will
of the country should buy all the best throw men out of work. If the duties
lands and cultivate them with Mongo- on the finer grades are cut it will put
lian, Chinese, Hindu, Japanese and a heavy drain on the capitalization of
other cheap alien labor?
te mills. I don't think the cotton
"In California Individuals and cor- mills are overcapitalized, but the
porations owning great tracts of land workers do fear that men will be
are cultivating them with Hindustani, thrown out of work because the local
Chinese, Mexicans and Japanese. It manufacturers cannot meet foreign
is this class of land owners and land competition if the duties are too low."
Democratic leaders determined tomonopolists who are opposed to ail
restrictions of labor importation into day on a plan to hurry consideration
this country.
of the bill in the senate. Senators
"The rich and the powerful who Simmons and Hoke Smith declare
purchase labor will have their for- that when the debate is on, the sentunes vastly increased by having !! ate will meet daily at 10 a. m. and
barriers to cheap labor broken down. continue until 6 p. m.
g

g

Federals Are Ambushed.
Eagle Pass, Texas, May 23. In a
Mexico, 100 federals were
100 federals were ainbusn-e- d
and killed by state troops, according to reports brought here today by
consttiutionalist
leaders, who are
gathering across the river from here
for a military conference.
Carvo, a former follower of Orozco,
led the federals at Sacramento. This
victory gave the constitutionalists possession of ail towns near Saltillo and
Monclova.
Huerta's opponents claim
also to have captured the cities of
Zacatecas, Parral and San Pedro de
Cohmnis, near Torreon.
ambush-Mexican-

JAPS NOT WARLIKE.
Detroit, Mich., May 23. "The man
who, by word or deed, creates bad
feeling between the United States
and Japan is an enemy of civilization," declared James H. Franklin of
Boston,
foreign secretary of the
American Baptist Foreign Mission, m
an address today betore the Norther.i
Baptist convention, now in session
here. Secretary Franklin, discussing
a recent tour he made in Japan, said:
"The Japanese want no trouble with
the United States unless the trouble
is forced , upon them in defense of
what they . consider their national
honor."

TIME-DEMANDE-

j
j

COM-min-

Eagle Pass, Tex., May 23. In a
statement today dunng a "conference
of his military
advisors. Governor
Cananza, the Mexican constitutionalist leader, announced he had cabled
to the "prime ministers" of Great
Britain and France, warning them of
complications if European capital is
negotiated for the Muerta loan and
customs receipts pledged. He cawed
that if the constitutionalist movement succeeds, an attempt by England or France to collect this loan
might provoke war with Mexico. He
asked the ministers to make his
statement public.

d

1
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A THIEF DIES.
Boston, May 23. The death at Valparaiso, Chile, of Frederick T. Moore,
former assistant receiving teller of
the National Bank of Commerce of
this city, who absconded H years ago
with $53,000 of the bank's funds, was

j

reported here today.
Moore fled from Boston in 1898,
when irregularities werfe foundl in
his books. He was arrested in Valparaiso, a year later on a charge of
embezzlement, but the courts refused extradition. During his residence
in Valparaiso he became one of the
loading, business men of the city.
MANY

STUDENTS

HURT.

studAkron, O., May
ents of the Central and Southers
s
High schools were injured this
noon when a balcony in the auditor- him at the Central High school col-- 1
lapsed. The students were rehears- ing the oratorio "Samson," which was
to have been given tonight. Although
many of the students, most of whom
were giris, were seriously injured,
none are expected to dia
enty

g

after-turer'-

'

EDESON

DOING NICELY

Los Angeles, May 23. Robert Ede-son-,
the actor, who yesterday was
taken to a hospital suffering from
blood poisonin, wag reported today
as "doing nicely." The actor's physician, after his morning call, said that
there was no present necessity for an
operation.

CONGRESS

TOO

Washington, May
too busy with tariff
form to plan for a
of public works, in
Speaker .Clark and

MAY 23, 1913.

CITY EDITION

BUSY

23.Congress

is

and currency re
new department
the opinion
of

WOOD PA D MONEY

not ill until after January

10 ALLEGED

President
Marshall, to whom the educational
committee of the National Drainage
.
congress appealed today.
Both officials expressed
sympathy
with the desire of the drainage advo
cates for. greater federal attention to CHECK AND VOUCHER SIGNED BY
reclamation and flood control.
WOOL TRUST'S HEAD PROMembers of the committee will now
DUCED m COURT
undertake to draft a bill for the establishment of the new department in
the hope that the attention' of con- "FOR
STRIKE
EXPENSES"
gress can be secured if a detailed
plan is laid before it.
Vice

PUNIER

THE

BIG GUN EXPLODES.
Charleston, S. C, .May 23. A

WAS

MADE

THAT HEAD ON THE
PORATION'S BOOKS

board

of inquiry has been appointed to investigate the cause of the explosion)
last night at Battery Lord, Fort Moul.
trie, of the 4.7 inch gun, which killed

WITH

B. G. Ilanna, Sixteenth
coast artillery corps, and
three artillerymen, and injured nine
privates.
Colonel Frederick S. rirong, commanding district officer, is at a loss
to account for the cause of the exThe plunger of the gun
plosion.
pierced the roof of a house 400 feet
away.
Captain Hanna died shortly
before 11 o'clock this morning at the
army hospital.

Captain

PAYMENT

G.

THE

OBLIGATION

company

WHEN

LAWYERS'
WAS

COUNSEL

was found, because,
he said, Mr.
Wood was ill.
The district attorney tried to make
the witness admit that Mr. Wood was

UN-DE-

COR-

FEES

DISCHARGED
RECEIVED

THEIR REMUNERATION

20,

but

OCCUPIES. THE

Dwelley said that Mr. Wood was taken ill with ,tonsilitis aftey' the. strike
He had been to the Wood
began.
home previous to the discovery of tv.e
dynamite and at that time Mr. WooM-wa- s
confined to his ued.

Referring to a meeting at the Wooi-ecompany's office on January 2
the witness said that William M. Butler, an attorney of this city and a
well known textile mill man, and
Samuel L. Powers, one of Mr. Wood's
attorneys, was there.
The witness did not remember seeing Butler talking to Atteaux. He
saw Butler in the presence of Mr.
Wood at the office of the company
during January, 1912. He- - could not
give the dates, but they were towards the close of the month.
"What were Mr. Atteaux's special
services in connection with the
strike?" he was asked. .
"Mr. Atteaux volunteered to go to
the company's various mills on Iabo
matters and do what he could to arrange a settlement."
Atteaux's offer was not made in
Bwelley's pittance. Wood and Atteaux
were in Wood's private office, he 3aid,
while the witness stood in the hail.
Atteaux said:
"Is there anything I can do to help
you in this matter? I'll be glad to do
it." the witness did not hear Wood's

n

TRIAL

MURDER

A

,

COURT
CASE

AGAINST

RAMON

GARCIA,

ACCUSED

OF KILLING GAB.
RIEL'GALLEGOS, IS BEGUN.

IS

CONTINUANCE

DENIED

MOTION OF ATTORNEYS FOR
FENSE TO DEFER HEARING

DE-

RIEL GALLEGOSi, BEGINS

IT WILL

EE

HARD

FOUGHT

SEVERAL

HOURS ARE SPENT BY
ATTORNEYS IN QUESTIONING THE TALESMEN.

Boston, May 23. Checks and vouJudge David J. Leahy yesterday afchers for several payments made by
ternoon refused to grant tha motion,
to
the American Woolen company
of Attorneys Veeder and Veeder that
Frederick A. Atteaux were introduced
the case of Ramon Carcia, charged
by the state this morning at the openwith the murder of Gabriel Gallegos,
be continued until the next term of
ing of today's session of the trial of
court. Garcia's counsel argued that
Atteaux, William M. Wood and Dennis J. Collins.
they were not ready for trial because
I. AND R. COMES BACK
of the absence of a material witness,
The first of the vouchers showed
Springfield, 111., May 23. The intia-tiv- e the payment of $j05 to Atteaux "for reply.
in Colorado.
The ystated that this
and referendum resolution, which
"When did this conversation take witness would testify that Garcia had
expenses incurred during the Lawrecently failed of passage in the low- rence strike." Tills was drawn on place?"
signed a contract to work la the Coloer house, is to be
and giv- March 22, lt12. Another check for
"A day or two after the strike be- rado beet fields, and was on Lis
way
en another chance before the legisla
to the railway station to take a train
$2,100 was drawn on July '26, this be- gan."
ture next Thursday.
"Then that makes twice in January to the scene of his employment
"In full for all claims
ing marked:
Governor Dunne, after a conference to date."
that Atteaux and Wood rr.et Now when the shooting, which the defense
with the representatives of the demoThe vouchers indicated that the see if you can't tell ua of some ther claims was accidental, occurred.
crat and republican wings in
he payments were authorized by Presi- meetings."
District Attorney Charles W. G.
house, Is believed to be ready to ac- dent Wood.
Luncheon recess interrupted
the Ward stated that the urosecution
Both checks were in
cept two of the amendments sought dorsed with Atteaux's signature.
would be trilling to a&nlt- tlml . this
testimony at this point.
to be added 'to the petition when it
witness, if brought into court, would
The exhibits were offered in sup
was debated in the house.
Represo testify. The objection! ving; thus
declaim
the
the
of
state's
that
port
sentative Medill McCo'-mtekprogresPAGE DODGES REPORTERS - ,beeh disposed of. Judge Leahy order- fendants consptrM ... with John J,
sive, it m "Understood, is to
Queenstown, Ireland, May 23. Wal- ed the case brought immediately to
W.
Hieen and Ernest
I'ittman to
the resolution.
Mines Page, the New
United trial. The work cf securing i jury
ler
of
in
the
the
homes
"plant" dynamite
- in
States ambassador to Great Britain, began this morning. At noon the
t
at TIJUO
. tjllVVj i,11ti Jiflaiiiiiriana
U
VU
VI
tlLl
dll.llllQ
REVERSES FOR GOMPERS
the impression to the public that the parried all attempts of newspaper trial panel was not complete, but
23.
The
district
May
Washington,
strikers contemplated blowing up the men to obtain an interview when he wa3 thought 12 jurors would be qualicourt of appeals today lefused a writ American .Woolen
1 :
company's mills. arrived here at 15 o'clock today from fied during the afternoon, which would
of error by whdcli attorneys for Sam- The state
New
York.
He
contented himself permit of the beginning of the taking
show
to
that
Attempted
uel Gompers,
Mitchell
John
and Wood was involved,
and that the with the remark that his constant of evidence. Judging from the careFrank Morrison, the'Iavo1
'taders, American Woolen company through endeavor while holding office would be ful examination which every juror
wanted to carry an appeal from their Wood had
helped pay the expenses to "maintain the more than friendly was given before being accepted by
conviction for contempt of court in of the
relations between the United States the defense, the case will be fought
conspiracy.
the Bucks Stove and Range case to
Edward B. Lynch, paying teller of and the United Kingdom which have desperately by the prisoner's attorthe supreme court of tho United the Federal Trust
company of this happily continued for such a long neys. It is thought tha case likely
States. Attorneys for the three men
will require all of tomorrow before
city, where Atteaux had funds on de- time."
will' now ask the highest court to orThe American consul here went on being given to the jury.
posit, took the stand and identified
der the decision Drought up for re- Atteaux's
Several additi onal indictments were
signature on four or five board the Baltic, while she was off
view.
of returned yesterday afternoon by the
a
and
delivered
Pel-- J the port
package
J.
which
District
papers
Attorney
grand jury. M. L. Fox, editorial writ-te- r
leteir offered as exhibits. Henry F. dispatches to Ambassador Fage.
for the Albuquerque Journal, was
Hurlburt of counsel for Mr. Wood, ob
in one true bill cf having
accused
as
to
evidence
admission
their
jected
OUTCOME DOESN'T
libeled Apolonio A. Sena,
criminally'
against his client. He argued that the ElPEilOSI SUFFERING
of Las Vegas. The alleged libelous
"
exhibits were not competent until
article appeared in the Journal last
some connection should be established
INTEREST
FR0I1
fall. The last grand jury returned an
between the papers and the alleged
indictment against Daniel A. McPher-son- ,
conspiracy.
president of the Journal PublishThe district attorney" declared the
YOUNG SHOEMAKER
WILL INRULER OF JAPAN'S CONDITION IS ing company, and Fcx. It is
likely
would speak for themselves
papers
HERIT FORTUNE NO MATTER
ACCORDING
NOT IMPROVED,
that Fox wit) ho arrainiP nn thta tr,.
would show the payment of money
and
HOW SUIT RESULTS.
TO ANNOUNCEMENT
dictment during the present term.
from one defendant to another. Judge
Tt is not known whether the second
with tha
exhibits
admitted
the
Crosby
Tokio, May 23.- - Official reports that indictment against Fox will result lrt
Seattle, Wash., May 23. Henry W.
be
would
that
they
Shoemaker of New York is plaintiff understanding
the Emperor Yoshihito is ill with the dismissal of the joint indictment
in the event that some
in a suit iu the superior court against competent only
tne constant attendance of Fox and McPherson.
connection between the papers and pneumonia,
his divorced wife, Mrs. Beatrice bar-cla- y
or more of the eight
one
on
him
by
Two indictments
were returned
the alleged conspiracy should be esShoemaker-Perry- ,
and her huscourt physicians and the vigil which against Marcos Moya. The first chargevidence.
tablished
by
the Empress Sadaka kept at his bed- ed assault with a deadly weapon,
band, Dr. Richard Perry, for annull-men- t
The district attorney then called side all
of their adoption of Shoemaknight made it appear today while the second charged flourishing
William H. Dwelley, Jr., treasurer of
er's
son, Henry, and for
that his condition is grave. The a weapon within a settlement. Moya
restoration of his name, Shoemaker. the American Woolen company, and! whole Japanese empire was was de- was arraigned and pleaded guilty to'
The former declares theoy will in- juestioned him. Mr. Dwelley made pressed by the news.
the first charge. The second fudlct- herit $2,000,000 from the estate of his out the check and voucher. That was
The patient is at Jhe Aoyama pal- ment thereupon wag dismissed. Moya
the day, he said, on which the com- ace, on whose immense
parade will receive his sentence sometime
grandfather, Henry Francis Shoemaker of New "Yjork, if the name is re- pany was paying the attorneys in con- grounds he contracted a cold while later during the ccurt term.
stored. The petitioner does not seek nection with Lawrence strike affairs. reviewing the troops last Sunday. It
An indictment was returned against
Dwelley testified to having heard had been intended to remove him at Juan Pollack on a
custody of the boy.
charge of flourishThe petition states that the grand- Atteaux offer his services to Mr. once to the newer Chiyoda palace, but ing and discharging a gun withia a
father is 67 years old and has pro- Wood in an effort to settle the the sudden serious turn of inflamma- settlement. Pollack already is under
vided a bequest of f2,000,00O to peti- strike.
tion of the lungs necessitated aban- indictment for a somewhat similar
Dwelley was questioned regard ins donment of the plan.
tioner in his will, which sum the fathcharge, and his troubles seem to be
er promises the boy shall inherit if the payment of unitemize'' accounts.
The emperor's condition, according increasing.
he bears the family name. The boy's Except for the purchaso cf merchan- to a bulletin issued by the court physiThe grand jury also returned a
mother, who is the daughter ot a dise, Dwelley said it wis the com- cians today is:
number of
bills, having investo require nn Itemized
"His majesty's temperature has ris tigated alleged crimes and found the
wealthy lumber man, replies that the pany's rule not
His pulso evidence not sufficiently strong
to
boy will be amply provided for under account for expenses incurred by any en to 103.4G Fahrenheit.
officer or any regular or special em- is 9? and his
his present name.
warrant the accused or suspected perrespiration 30."
The witness
ploye' of the company.
sons being brought to trial.
said he had known Atteaux 20 years.
..
In. the civil case of the riacSta
Washington Gets Favorable News
He often saw him at the office of the
3
Washington, May 23. "His majosty Kam-I- company against Albino G.
American Woolen company both be- ,is
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
was
an
pu:!:
and
others,
injunction
progrosfng satisfactorily,"
fore and during the strike.
the statement contained in a bulletin to restrain the defendants from tHnsr
:
'
The district attorney endeavored to received by the Japanese
embassy water from certain dams and streams,
Washington, May 23. Senate: Not learn from the witness when he saw from Tokio and timed 4 p. m. this af- known as the Mill dam and cHu-i.,in session; meets 2 p. m. Monday.
Atteaux with relation to the discov- ternoon. Tha temperature was "9.b JuC.m David J. Leahy
jpsi.s? tsv-- a
Financial committee continued hear- ery of dynamite at Lawrence on centigrade and the pulse SO.
decision advert to the rihtnUf'.
The first bulletin received at the The temporary !iijuncin which hu-January 20, 1912. The witness could
ings on tariff.
t "!! ;
:.
House: Representative Sisson, in not recall the dates of Atteaux's call, embassy from Tokio t jday was timed been granted the pbiiv.tiff
a speech, attacked the government's and said that Atteaus might have call- at 7 a. m. in Tokio ..and was as frt ai'o was
The
la;-so'vfj.
"'
"
treaty-makinpower where It super- ed at the Woolen company's office be- lows:
heui up fur bearimr bi'fun- - !!.;.
indiof
tween the day the striko' began, Janpower
i
seded the
rs i ;?:u;f- "Temperature, 3S.7 C, pu'se SO. l.eahy in i:iiiiiiii"rsi
vidual states.
uary 11, and the day llio dynamite respiration, SO."
,
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TEACHERS'

HELD IN SALT

LAI

tiltfay-

MEET

CITY

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION'S GATHERING IS FROM
JULY 5 TO 11

NATIONAL

23.-Sc-

hool
Salt iJAke City, May
EduNational
the
who
attend
teachers
cation association convention in this
opporcity July a to 11 will have an
of
first-hanstudy
a
of
making
tunity
when
propa
time
the inland sea at
erties of the water are demonstrated
Swimdaily by hundreds of bathers.
float
alike
mers and
like corks atop the water. No one
ever drowns in the Great Salt Lake.
This peculiar body of water, cover22
ing many square miles, contains
water
the
It
salt.
gives
cent
per
buoyancy that causes the human body
to float without effort or employment
of aquatic skill by the bather. A dip
in the lake is invigorating in the extreme. So solid is the salt substance
that piles and supports for the
wharves, casinos and pavilions of
Saltair beach are thickly crusted with
Boats used on the
salt formation.
lake must be specially constructed,
brass being used Instead of copper
in bolts, fixtures and keels. Salt barnacles soon destroy copper bottoms.
One session of the N. E. A. convention. Tuesday, July S will be held at
Saltair, the bathing resort on the
lake.
Delegates, however, can take
a daily dip in the lake if they choose,
for the beach is only 30 minutes from
the center of the city and train ser
vice is frequent.
Convention visitors may go from the
inland seashore to the mountains,
from the one kind of summer resort
to f!" other, in an hour or so. Tb.fi
convention city has the sh'immerlns
sea on one side and the 'Wasatch
mountains on the other. Canyons and
fool hills extend into the city proper
yruntaln climbing vies with saltwater bathing as a popular sport. '
One of the sightseeing trips offer
ed visitors Is a trolley ride tip Emi-- r
atiou canyon, the trail of Brigham
y jiing and his company of Utah pio-i:r-s
Into the Valley of the threat
s

by l3
m

MAKE IT
HEALTHY
AND
KEEP IT HEALTHY USE A RELIABLE BABY LAXATIVE.
In spite of the greatest personal
care and the most intelligent attention to diet, babies and children will
become constipated, and it is a fact
TO

that constipation and indigestion
have wrecked many a young life. To
start with a good digestive apparatus
is to start life without handicap.
But as we cannot all have perfect
working bowels we must do the next
best thing and acquire them, or train
them to become healthy. This can he
done by the use of a laxative-toni- c
very highly recommended by a great
many mothers. The remedy is called
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and has
been on the market for two generations. It can be nought conveniently
at any drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar a bottle, and those who are
already convinced of its merits buy
the do'ilar size.
Its mildness makes it the ideal medicine for children, and it is also very
pleasant to the taste. It is sure in
its effect and genuinely harmless.
Very little of it is required and its
frequent use does not cause it to lose
its effect, as is the case with so many
other remedies.
Thousands can testify to its merits
hi constipation, indigestion, biliousness, siok headache, etc., among them
reliable people like Mrs M. Johnson,
752 Dayton street, KenOEha, Wis. She,
is the mother of little Dorothy Johnson who was
always In delicate
health until her mother gave her Dr.

tit::'
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DOROTHY JOHNSON.

Syrup Pepsin. Mrs. John"1 never saw such rapid
improvement in the health of anyone.
Syrup Pepsin is a wonderful remedy
and I sh.all never be without it
again." Thousands keep Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin constantly in toe
house, for every member of the family can use it from infancy to old age.
The users of Syrup Pepsin have
learned to avoid cathartics, salts,
mineral waters, pills and other harsh
remedies for they do but temporary
good and are a shock to any delicate
Caldwell's
son says:

system.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup
Pepsin and you
would like to make a personal trial of
it before buying it in the Tegular
way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 117 Washington street, Monti-cellHi., and a free sample bottle
will be mailed you.

to the north boundary of said grant '
and to the Rio Grande.
Therefore I find the- - issues joined
as to these strips in favor of the
plaintiffs and against the said defendants who claim said strips, and
I find in favor of the claimants all
the lands which they occupy and cul
tivate from the north bank of the
said Rio Lucero to the brow or top
of the loma or hl'ils on the north, and
I find in favor of the claimants all
the lands in the Arroyo Seco Abajo
from brow to brow which they cultivate and occupy at this time, saving
and excepting from the last two findings such strips and tracts and parcels of land which the plaintiffs have
acquired by purchase or otherwise
from the claimants thereof as appeared in the testimony.
Hilton Tract.
25. This Is a tract of land covered
by strips numbered 62, 63 and a part
of C5 oa Plat Ex. "K." or in that immediate neighborhood, so far as I am
able to locate it from the documentary evidence.
I find that the title to this tract
of land was derived from Jose de la
Cruz Martinez, who deeded to his
children by his, first wife, and that
the title therein is controlled by tne
dates of the several deeds, but it is
impossible to figure out exactly the
oonflict in these lands between the
plaintiffs and the present claimants,
Chase and Clifford.
Desmontes Tract.
20. I find that there is no controversy between plaintiffs and claim
ants as to the tit'ie of strips from 1
to 58 as shown on Plat Ex. "K," and
bounded on the north by the north
boundary line of the Antonio Martinez grant, and south by the Arroyo
Seco, and these tracts are excluded
from the effects of the decree to be
entered in this cause, except as to the
strips therein which have been purchased and are now held by plaintiffs in this cause.

bought by u illiain Frayne and tiue Arroyo Seco acquired their rights to
conveyed to mm by the treasurer and settle through some kind of instrucollector ot said county, and d' ment, sometimes wills sometimes
fiayne was conveyed to A. R. Aian- hijuelas, and in some instances althe
before
and
that
leged deeds, but there is nothing to
afterwards,
uy;
ihiee years' limitation had expired on show any title in any of said alleged
A slight cold In a child or a grown
two of the certificates, but after tne grantors.
person holds possibilities of a grave
20. I find that these strips referred
three years' limitation had expired
nature. Croup may come on suddenon one of the tax certificates, A. U. to were and are claimed by the peoly, bronchitis or pneumonia may deVoorhees, as he testified, made a ple who live at the Rio Lucero who velop, severe catarrhal troubles and
tender of the money due on the said claim to run dlieonally through the consumption are possible results.
tract of laud for delinquent taxes to grant to the north boundary and to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
the Rio Grande, and that many of
the county treasurer and
yiips a cold at the outset, cures croup
collector of said Taos county, who re- these stiis wer attempted to be quickly, checKs a deepseatett cougn,
fused to accept it because the said proved up by the parties claiming and heals inflamed membrances.
Frayne had paid into the county them but of some I find there Is no O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
treasurer all the moneys due on the proof touching the title.
I find that the plaintiffs in this
' '
certificates for delinquent taxes.
Suit Lakcf"1
cause do not claim any of the culti- EDITORS MEET AT EAST ST. LOUIS
1 find that the
made
if
And
tender,
en
to
Salt Lake City is preparing
East St. Louis, 111., May 23. The
to tue vated lands occupied and claimed by
tertain the largest convention hi the at all, should have been made
convention of the Southern II
annual
the
Rio
Lucero
people along the
up linois
said Frayne, or to his grantee, the
Editorial
association began here
history of the National Education assaid A. R. Manby, and that there was to the brow of the hills on the north,
The state of Utah has
sociation.
will continue over tomor
and
today
in fact, no tender ever and that he plaintiffs do not claim
?7,0OO and funds from other in effect and
row. President J. T. Galbraith called
of the cultivated lands of the
(
:"ces Insure proper handling of the made by the said Voorhees of the any
the gathering to order and Mayor John
Hotel and boarding moneys due for redemption of the people at Arroyo Seco Abajo from M. Chamberlain delivered an address
to
brow
on
brow
either side of the of
hou-'accommodations have been de-t- certificates and the title of the said
welcome.
Arroyo Seco, except as to such strips
mined adequate by the high exe- property.
I further find that no attack was running through from the Rio Lucero
cutives of the organization and hote'i
Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
made
directly on the tax sales unaer to the north boundary of the grant
an
have
"My sister's husband had a at
agreement
signed
managers
to the Rio Grande as they have tack of rheumatism
In his arm,"
with the local committee not to in- which these certificates were sold, to and
a
of New
crease rates. The Tabernacle where show that there were any material ir acquired by purchase from .claimants writesIowa.well"Iknown resident
him a bottle of
ton,
gave
of
the
same.
so
ana
mat
in
the sales,
the general sessions will be held, regularities
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
21. I find from the
far as the record shows the tax sales
.seats 10,000 persons.
testimony that applied to his arm and on the next
all the land claimed to be covered by morning the rheumatism was gone.
were regular and valid.
IS. I further find that the proof these strips from the first ditch on For chronic muscular rheumatism you
find nothing better than Cnam
fails to show that the said Jose Raf- the mesa north of the Arroyo Seco, will
berlain's Liniment. Sold by all deal
sometimes
in
called
or
the
the
or
said
ael Vigii,
the
Hadley,
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
testimony ers.
said Voorhees, ever took possession Acequla Tio Andres, is unoccupied,
4
or exercised any control over the uncultivated sagebrush lands, and CHARGED WITH MANSLAUGHTER
M-tract of land in any way whatso- that no improvements have ever been Hudson, Wis., May 2:',. W. P. Mey
said
Santa Fe, N. , May 23 The third
s
ever, and I further find that the land made upon any of these lands of a er, who has been held on a charge of
and concluding part of Referee
out of the
report on the land case of Man-b- y is vacant, unocupied common sage- permanent character, and that tliey manslaughter growing
vs. Martinez, whicti
has been brush land within the said Antonio have been used for grazing purposes wreck on the Oniaha road at Baldwin
'
who had animals and last month, was given a preliminary
running in this paper, is given as fol- Martinez grant, and has been used by any person
wished
to
them in that com- hearing in court today. Meyer, whose
other
the
'
grave
all
as
for grazing purposes
lows:
these strips have never home is in St. Paul, was the con
that
within
munity;
used
have
been
common
lands
Tract.
Hadley
I find that a tract
of land said grant from time immemorial, been definitely surveyed or .located ductor of the freight train which col
17.
on the ground, and that it is impos lided with a passenger train at Bald
Martinez
within the Antonio
grant and that the possession of said prop
sible to trace the lines of these .strips win. causing the death of two men
in
which is known herein as the Hadley erty appears to always have been
on the surface of the ground, .or to and
leand
injuring several others.
tract, consists of about 1,500 acres, the heirs, successors, assigns
and is claimed by A. C. Voorhees as gal representatives of Antonio Mar- locate them with any degree of cer
Foley Kidney Pills repay your conthe grantee from Louis C. Tetard, O. tinez, the original grantee o said tainty; and I further find that the
in
tb
in their hefling and curative
fidence
descriptions
document
given
was
and
O. Hadley and Mary Hatliey,
grant.
Therefore I find the issues joined ary evidence offered to establish title qualities. Any kidney or bladder disderived by them from Jose Ratael
as to the said Hadley tract between in tne claimants thereto as against ease net beyond the reach of mediVigil.
are so indefinite, cine win yield to their use. Mrs. Cor
I find that this land was sold by the .said plaintiffs and the said Voor- the plaintiffs,
favand
that the lands so delia Copeland, Araeola, Mo., says, "I
vague
in
irregular
hees and his alleged grantors,
the county treasurer and
described
be
cannot
locatd upon the had kidney and bladder trouble for
the
and
of
the
or
of
for
Taos
against
collector
plaintiffs
county,
surface of the earth by any testimony over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
qnent taxes for three separate years, said defendant, A. C. Voorhees.
in the record.
Kidney Pil'ia eured .me." It Is the
thereof were
Ranchitos Tracts.
amj tha certificates
22. I find from the description at same
19.
story from every one who usee
This is a tract at .'land comto be given in the documen 'hem All say, "they cured me," O.
prised of strips numbered 16G to 203 tempted
both inclusive, as shown on Plat Ex. tary evidence so offered by the claim ' Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
e
"K." and It is bounded as shown by ants thereto, call for different cour Store.
said exhibit, on the southeast by the ses, and that they criscross or run
TORONTO RACE MEETING
Rio Lucero, and on the' northwesterly across each other, and that it would
Toronto, Ont., May 23. What promS.un and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots, the north boundary of tho Antonio be impossible for a surveyor to trace
How to Remove Easily
Martinez grant and the Rio Grande out these lines as they have been ises to he the most notable racing
marked upon said plat Exhibit "K." season in the history of the sport in
del Norte.
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
23. I find that the proof fails to Canada will be inaugurated here to
that
with
the
freckles'
for
the
to try a remedy
And I find from
testimony
guarantee of a reliable dealer that it many years ago a large number of establish any title in the claimants morrow with the opening of the
will not cost you a penny unlss It people settled on either bank of the to any of said strips which lie north spring meeting of the Ontario Jockey
moves the freckles; while if it does said Rio Lucero, and1 many of their of the said acoquia above referred to club at Woodbine park. As usual, the
exdescendants are still living on these by prescription or the statute of lim- feature event of the opening day will
pive you a clear complexion the
lands which have been fenced and itations, and I find that the said be the famous icing's plate. The
pense is trifling.
othine
of
ounce
an
cultivated
from the foot of the hills lands covered bv those allegel strips meeting will continue seven days.
get
Simply
first-clas- s
or
loma
to
doiible strength, from any
the Rio Lucero, and I fur- were open to all people prior to the
The spring months often find a
find
a
ther
few
and
at what Is known in time of the filing of this suit, for grazapplications
that
druggist
to
is
the testimony as the Arroyo Seco ing purposes, as other common land voman tired out, with pain in back,
should show you how easy it
Martinez hips and head, nervous and Sleepless.
rid yourself of the homely freckles Abajo, a large number of settlers within the said Antonio
Folep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
ad get a beautiful complexion. Rare- have a'iso settled, and have under grant.
24.
find
testifurther
I
the
that
for
which
their
needed
ounce
one
cultivation
worth and value as a healer of
farming lands,
ly Is more than
lands run from the brow of the hills mony by the documentary evidence all kidney and bladder ailments and
th 3 worst case.
re f
l a the druggist for the on the south side of the Arroyo Seco offered by the claimants of the said Irregularities. They are a splendid
,i , ' , etrrrgth othine as tria is the to the brow cf the hills on the north strips, is insufficient to establish In remedy for rheumatism, clearing the
-!im sold tinder guarantee of side of the Arroyo Seco, comprising them or any of them a chain of title uric acid from the joints and system.
i i ir
to remove a considerable community of people, by conveyances or otherwise in any Try thorn. O. ? Echaefer and Ked
II
it fa'
MM'
at of tho lands north of tho said nccquia Cross Drue Store.
and I find that some of
lo

o
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SATURDAY EVENING

7:00 TO 9:00 O'CLOCK

Another half dozen items of unusual value, which can be had on Saturday evening only

FOR CASH ONLY
Women's lisle thread union suits, either wide
or fitted knee, low neck, sleeveless, white only,
59c
worth 85c, special

6 balls Dexter knitting cotton, the best on the
25c
market, special for our After Supper Sale

15c TURKISH TOWELS 10c

MEN'S 25c TIES 15c

A good Turkish towel, unbleached',
large size,
worth 15c each, special for our After Supper Sale,
-- 10c
sale

17
Dress
worth
only

l-2-

25c

15o

each, special,

'MEN'S MULESKIN GLOVES 17c

Seersuckers in all the popular colors,
17c per yard, for our After Supper Sale,

Men's

service,
pair

lie

has VeasLofldtng

WOOLTEX

suns

One lot of men's ties including a large variety
of excellent patterns, either light or dark, worth

SEERSUCKERS 11c

c

85c UNION SUIT 59c

WOMEN'S

6 BALLS KNITTING COTTON 25c

muleskin gauntlet gloves, unequalled for
special for our After Supper Sale, per
17c

-

1

Store

KRANKEL
SUITS

FOR

WOMEN

FOR

MEN

Estdblialitk!

South 5iu

1362

HOW'S THIS7
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for anv case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & v.0.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his Nrm.
NATIONAL BANK OF" COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonpials Bent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

con-

In the whole
Me!o
of niolicine
is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the flesh more
SNOW
quickly than BALLARD'S
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, Its
healing and penetrating power is extraordinary. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

there

Y7

W?1,.,

& Co.

Gross, Kelly

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or Protrdlng Piles in 6 to 14 days.

,Vi!,'-Ay'- i

Sole Agents

50c.

Eas-ley'-

h

rv
O. G. SCHAEFER

RED CROSS DRUG CO.

CAPITAL PAID IN

yiwSfN

$100,000.00

t

r

r

-

.

$50i00000

yliXJH Vti&l;
i

lis iVvYJ.1

rJ.

'

rrccKe-i-ac-

1

President.

J. M.

D. T. Hoskins, Cashibr.
'B. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

Frank Springer,

LAS VEGAS
Interest

Paid On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAMi
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000 00

Office With (he San Miguel National Bank

Win. Q. HAYDGN
H. W. KELLY
D. T. H05KINS
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

Vice

President
President
Treasurer

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

SUBWAY
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dered by the taxicab trust, which
cost that trust about $250,000 a year.
The most surprising development is
the treatment accorded to the independent taxicab lines. The assistant
a sensadistrict attorney promises
tion when the time comes to reveal
the names of the officials who hav5

TRACKS

GRIDDLE

GOTHAM

free rides. Altogether it

FULLY 200 WILL BE NEEDED BY
19C0 IN ORDER TO CARE FOR
THE TRAFFIC
York, May 23. That subterranean New York will have to be absolutely griddled with the subway
tracks necessary to serve its population of 21,000,000 people 00 years from
now is the astounding assertion made
by B. F. Wilcox, chief of the franchise
bureau of the public service commission, which has set all New York to
wondering how the 200 tracks which
he says will be necessary can be accommodated on the narrow island. It
the city simply holds its own in the
matter or increasing population and
New

averages per capita paying for a rainpid transit which it does now, an
in
this
city
crease of 2,270,000 people
will be necessary to supply the new
subway extensions short$330,000,000
The figures of
constructed.
ly to be
the public service commission are
based on an increase of 35 per cent
instead of 50 per cent in the population between 1910 and 1920 which
gives to the statement of Mr. Wilcox
an aspect of extreme conservatism.
However, figured on a more conservative basis, the city in 1960 will have
a population of 21,000,000 and its rapid transit lines will have to carry a
yearly traffic of 21,000,000,000 passengers. In other words, every man, woman and child will make an average of
1,000 trips a year at. a nickel apiece.
To care for this traffic, the expansion
of which is figured only on the growth
during the past, 200 subway tracks,
aa compared to the 22 now in existand these
ence, will be necessary
will have to burrow under the heart
of the city. In view of the physical
limitations of the island, it is probable that New York will soon have to
consider the problem of not merely
one level of subways but of many,
since it will be absolutely impossible
to accommodate the 200 tracks in the
lower part of the city on the snme
level. In view of the enormous subway expansion which engineers say
will be necessary in the next seven
years, New York promises soon to
develop the most remarkable transportation system which the world has
ever seen.
Taxicab Graft
With graft exposures of every sort
coming so rapidly that it is almost
impossible to keep track of them, the
city is nevertheless sitting up and taking notice of revelations which indicate that public officials and police
have had just about $100,000 worth
of free taxicab rides during the past
year. Moreover, while this graft was
being distributed, it is stated that the
drivers for the taxicab trust have been
practically immune from arrest for
violating the traffic regulations. This
surprising state of affairs has come
io light as a result of an effort to reduce taxicab charges in this city to
somewhere near a reasonable basis
and to do away with the private
stands in front of hotels and restaurants for which the taxicab trust pays
large amounts of money not to the
city but to the owners of the hotels
and restaurants in question. A proposal to reduce the cost of taxicab
charges has been before the board of
aldermen for more than a year and
their slothfulness in providing relief
for a situation very evidently demanding attention has finally led to an
investigation which has brought about
a revelation of the graft which ha-already revealed free rides to the
amount of about $100,000 a year ren

IIS COVERED

ROYAL PAIR
GENUINELY

WITHRlNGWORIfi

enjoyed
it may be
gins to look as though
eventually possible to use taxicabs in
As
thiH city at a reasonable rate.
soon as this occurs, however, various
much
city officials' will probably do
less ridiiig and considerably more,
walking than at present.
Business Men Talk of Tariff
With interest in Wall street at pracmen
tically zero, New York's business
are now paying an unusual amount
of attention to the tariff bill before
efcongress and speculating as to its
fect on local industries. As the home of

the great sugar refining plants commonly known as the sugar trust, which
suis admittedly anxious to see free
monopoly
Its
to
in
complete
order
gar
of the trade in this country, particular interest is being given to this section of the tariff bill. The complexity
o fthe situation is indicated by one
of the foremost sugar authorities in
the country who in commeting on the
says:
matter in Moody's Magazine
"The situation confronting the present
congress is very different, from the
situation of ten years ago. Competitive conditions exist all along the
comline, from the Cuban planters
raw
in
the
each
other
against
peting
factories
beet
to
the
sugar market
competing for the interior trade. The
great competition, however, is the
one that has waged all over the Temperate Zone beet against cane. It
is to meet this that the refiners are
looking to congress for relief. The
tariff on raw sugar is the present
fighting ground. Of the big refining
Nainterests, the American and the
the
before
record
on
tional have gone
committee on ways and means as favoring a reduction in the duty, while
Arbuckle Brothers and the Federal are
for absolute free trade. If they get
a sufficient reduction in the cost of
their raw material it will enable them
to undersell beet sugar next winter
and "keep it at home." If they get
free sugar it will wipe out their commas-terpetitor and restore them to their
of ten years ago. With stigar
lower than it has been for years the
chief question which is troubling the
consumer in view of such statements
a3 this is whether he or the refiners
will benefit by any saving which may
result from the passage of a free tary

iff bill.

Greatest Church City
That New York is the greatest
church city in the world, excepting
even Home, the home of cathedrals,
Berlin, Paris, or even London, is a
little known fact which has just been
brought to public attention by at cataloguing of church property here.
While it is true that this term does
not apply to cathedrals, this city nevertheless has the greatest and the
largest number of parish churches in
which single congregations worship.
They are the largest In the number
of members, in the amount of the annual gifts of their people, aside from
endowments, in the salaries paid to
the clergy and In amounts given to
missions as compared with amounts
paid on current work. The amount
to be expended this summer in New
York is not even approached by any
city in the Old World. How great
this expenditure will be is indicated
by the fact that the churches on Manhattan Island alone, which constitutes
only a small part of the greater city,
are putting $1,450,000 into permanent
structures as their answer to the
question whether the church la losing
its hold. Of this less than $100,000
is for repairs, the balance representing
new projects. Four great structures,
each among the finest in the world,
of their kind, representing a total out- -

IN

ment Ringworm Disappeared.
2073 Ogden St., Denver, Colo. "About
four years ago I was bothered dreadfully
with ringworm around my mouth. I did
not pay much attention to it at first, although it looked bad. It spread rapidly
The
and Itched and burned dreadfully.
first thing I know my arms from the elbows
down wore covered with ringworm, and my
face seemed worse.
"I got some medicine which relieved the
Itching and sort of dried up the ringworm
but it kept coming back. I decided to let
the medicine go, and I scratched them
until they were sore. At that time thore
must have been four on my face. One
extended from tho corner of my mouth
undor my chin. That was the largest one,
but the smaller ones looked as bad for they
were kept fiery red from my scratching.
Each of these red blotches was raised about
one sixteenth of an Inch, and the centers
were covered with pieces of dried skin giving
them a very rough appearance.
"One day I accidentally got hold of a
small piece of Cuticura Soap, and in a
few days I noticed how much good It wa9
doing mo. I kept on using the Soap, and
spoke of it to a friend of mine. She told
me of the Cuticura Ointment, and by using
both, the ringworm disappeared in a short
time." (Signed) Miss Helen Mageo, June

Berlin, May 23. After many weens
of hard work and feverish activity
the preparations for tomorrow's royal
wedding which will make Princess
Victoria Louise, only daughter of Emperor William I, the' wife of Prince
Ernest of Cumberland, are practi-

cally completed. The imperial palaces in Berlin and Potsdam are filled
with the distinguished guests invited
to the wedding, and to make room for
their numerous suites and for his
own special guests the emperor found
it necessary to itserve the first and
second floors of the Hotel Action for
his three sisters, the Prince and Princess Henry of Prussia and a large
part of the entourage of King, George
and Queen Mary of England.
Tomorrow's royal wedding will be
a great event in more than one respect. The loyal Germans are delight11, 1911.
ed with the prospective union. The
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
princess has always been extremely
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-as it is well understood
d
dress
"Cuticura, Dopt.T, Boston." popular and
men should use Cuticura
that her marriage to Prince Ernest Is
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.
a genuine love match and not a union planned and arranged for state
near-insare
more
reasons, the whole country rejoices
than
of
$2,27(1,000
ilay
These with the num over the event. The fact that the
completion.
erous additions costing between $.10,000 marriage has also great historical im
and $200,000 will all contribute to es- portance, in that it will end the fifty-yea- r
the houses of
feud between
tablishing New York's claim to being
the greatest church city in the world. Hohenzollern and Cumberland, is an
additional reason for general rejoicQuaint Bowery Figure Dies
As a result of the death of "Chuck ing.
Among the distinguished guests inConnors," New York has just lost one
to the wedding who have
vited
of its most famous characters and
of visitors from all parts
most
the
perpicturesque
undoubtedly
son who ever frequented the Bowery. George and Queen Mary of England,
While Big Tim Sullivan is undoubted- the king, and queen of Italy, the king
ly the best known and best liked man and queen of Denmark, Crown Prince
on the Bowery, he has never had such Francis Ferdinand, who will reprean enthusiastic following as the late sent the aged
emperor of Austria,
lamented "Chuck" for whom this Francis Joseph, and' a score or more
twisting street of many queer charac- of princes and high dignitaries sent
ters has gone into mourning. So far as the representatives of the various
as he is known to the outside world, other European dynasties and governChuck Connors' reputation is based ments. The presence of these distinon an ancient play which he expected guished visitors with their entourto be named after him but which was ages and the arrival of the numerous
given an entirely different, title. In his delegations from all parts of the emown bailiwick in which he lived for pire, hearing gifts and addresses from
Gt years, Chuck persuaded himself and the loyal people in the principal cittried to persuade the rest of tho ies of the country, together with the
world that he was a typical tough English throne was both Duke of
Iloweryite. As a matter of fact he of Europe and even from many counwas nothing of the sort. He was nev tries beyond the sea, have caused
er seen in a fight and curiously considerable congestion of the hotels
enough for a man of his reputation and accommodations are difficult to
he was always the first to escape obtain.
when one started. Despite his quaint
The religious marriage ceremony,
and invited claims of lawlessness, he which will be preceded by the civil
never gave the police any trouble and formalities at Potsdam, will take
his friends asserted at his funeral place tomorrow at the chapel of the
that he had never been in jail. The imperial palace, in the presence of
real name of this quaint character the imperial family, and of the diswho numbered his friends on every tinguished Invited guests. The hapPatrick py bride will wear a magnificent bridside by the thousand was
O'Connor, hut he dropped it for the al gown of white satin and handmade
more picturesque one which figured lace, made with a court train three
so often in newspaper stories. The
demise of Big Tim Sullivan when
that occurs may produce a more large Lungs Affected
ly attended funeral, but the death
of Chuck Connors not only removes
By Rheumatism
man on the Bowery
the best-likebut a character known to newspaper
Pneumonif , Bronchitis, Asthma and Anemia
men all over the country as well.
Often Directly the Results of Rheu.
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""WAN
INTEREC"
A family doctor said recently that
women come to him thinking thai
they have female trouble but whpi
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Duffv's P ureFJJali Whiskey
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FINEST QUALITY

LARCEST VARIETY
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MARRIAGE OF LOUISE OF GERMANY AND PRINCE
ERNEST
TO BE A HAPPY EVENT.

he treats them for their kidneys and
Vad'ler they Boon recover. This Is
worth knowing and also that Foley
Kidney Pills are the best and safest
medicine at such times. They are
tonic In action, quick in results. They
will help you. O. G. Sehaefer and Re Avoid
Grippe, Sore Throat and Slmllnt
Troubles ly Islngr S. S. S.
Cross D'ug Store.
If you have a persistent, nagging
For over half a century has strengthened tho aged
McCARTY-PELKEbronchial coush beware of cough remBOUT
edies. They are merely local In action,
and brought health and happiness to young and old.
Calgary, Alta.. May 23. Luther Mc and If they do relieve it la the narcotics that do it. What you require
Made for medicinal purposes only,
Carthy and Arthur Pelkey finished is
a blood purifier, a searching antitheir
for
graining today
dote that removes from the circulation
contest which is to he pulled off at the acid poisons that by their reflexes
attack all weakened, susceptible spots
Tommy Burns' club tomorrow night. and thus create local symptoms.
The
Public interest has reached a high very best remedy known is Swift's
You will find it on sale
Sure
pitch with the near approach of the In anySpecific.
at $1.00 per bottle.
drug store into
the blood, behas
interest
The
battle.
date of the
It goes straipht
comes an internal blood bath, wonderthe
increased
been
further
by
L
J'JT
'
,"
' f..V
i
fully stimulates the Increase of red
that the winner of the corpuscles, cures all the local fever
and Irritations, increases appefight will lay claim to the heavy spots
late, you take m flesh and feel a wonweight championship title. McCarty derful sense of renewed strength.
beyond
is a favorite in the betting, but Pel-ke- Hundreds of people worried
Resist
to
Wintry
Strength
Medicine.
Best Family
control at cough, pains in the chest,
has many admirers here who be- sore throat and constant expectoration
Blasts.
the
"We always keep Duffy's Pure
lieve he will be able to hold his own of thick mucus have experienced
most wonderful change after using
Malt Whiskey in our home, be"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey for ten rounds
the
big
and
S.doubt
S.
All
S.
against
apprehension
has done me a world of good. I
cause of the great good it has
those peculiar pains and aches
am past 60. vet have superin
done m v husband, chi Id and self.
fighter from across the border. The is gone, there
a
of most
follows
period
vanish,
tended my men all Summer in the boilWhen we first heard of it we were all
advance sale of seats indicates that Intensnl rpioieiner to find that worst
rundown with hard work. My husband ing hot sun, and never lost a day. I am a
a misbased
entirely
upon
big crowd will be on hand to see fears were
had used it only one week when I
sure I could not have done bo had it
notion that cough and chest
taken
These
noticed a decided improvement, which
not been for the strength Duffy's the mill.
pains come from the lungs.
are rheumatic conditions, and you will
continued. I also used it when I had
gave me. I never lost a day the past
S.
S. S.
after
it
realize
using
two Winters that a man could possibly
change of life, and obtained wonderful
Sallow complexion is due to a tor- quickly
for n few days. Get a bottle of S. S. 8.
results." Mrs. M. Drolet, 2G09 Caldwork in the open." Harry E. King,
store and then say
at the drug
HERBINE
purifies and
well St., Omaha, Neb.
pid liver.
Brunswick, Md.
to all muse jiauia mat nave
good-by- e
Sealed bottles only by most drufnn'sta, grocers, dealers: $1.00 a
strengthens the liver and' bowels and wnrrlpH xrnll.
bottle. The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.. Rochester. M. Y.
Co., 1?T Swift
Write to Swift Specific
restores the rosy bloom of health to
m m m
P ffl
mm
Atlanta, 03., tor medical advice
jem m
Eldg
- Sold by Cenw 59c.1
I
Price
the
cheek.
mm, 4rf 0n Wfjt,
and wonderful facts concerning- the
tral Drug Co.
greatest blood remedy ever Known.
s
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Also Around Mouth, Spread Rapidly.
Itched and Burned Dreadfully. By
Using CuticDra Soap and Oint-
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"GaT EDGE" the only ladies' shoe dressing that
positively contains Oil. Blacks and I'olwhos iudies'
and children's hoots and shoes, shines without rub-bin25c. "FRENCH GIOSS." 10c.
"DANDY" combination for cleanlnfi 5r.d
polishing
all kinds of russet or tan shoes, 26c . "NTAH" size, 10c
"QUICK WHITE" (in liquid form with sponjie) quickly cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes. 10c & 25c.
"AlBO" cleans and whitens BUCK. NUBUCK,
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES.
In round white cakes
packed in zinc boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome, large aluminum boxes, with eponte, 25c.
If your dealer doeB not keep the kind you want, send us
the price In stamps for full stee package, charges paid.
WHITTEMORE
BROS. A CO.,
20-2- 6

Albany

Street, Cambridge,

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers
Shoe Polishes in the World.

and

'

Mass.
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yards long and a beautiful veil of filmy handmade lace. In
accand&nce with custom the bride
will be given away by her father, the
emperor.
The truly royal trousseau of the
princess, carefully selected by her
during the past few months, and the
magnificent wedding presents from
the royal houses of Europe, the rulers
and governments of other foreign
countries and the loyal citizens of the
various states and cities of the empire have been on exhibition in a well
guarded room of the imperial palace
for several days, but only to
the
members of the court and some privileged visitors. The aggregate value
of the jewels and other gifts is estimated at $1,000,000,
but the most
princely gift of all, it is believed, will
be the gift of Emperor William, consisting of the crown of the Grand
IDuchy of Brunswick to which will be
added a considerable slice of the old
kingdom of Hanover, now a Prusstn
province, including the district of
'
Lueneburg.
This arrangement will bring to a
most felicitous ending the feud between the Hohenzollern and the
Guelphs which for more than 50 years
has caused a great deal of friction In
European politics and has greatly
complicated the political relations between Germany and England. The
feud dates back to the time of George
I, who, when he succeeded io the
English throne with both Duke of
Brunswick-Luenebur- g
and King of
Hanover. At that time there waB no
German empire, and1 the duchy and
the kingdom were independent states
in which their rulers held large property and revenue rights. There was
another house of Brunswick, the
house of
which terminated, however, in 1844
by the death of the last duke, William, duke of Brunswick. The dukedom was then claimed by the house
which is
of Brunswick-LueneburErnest
Duke
now represented
by
August, duke of Cumberland and duke
the father
of Brunswick-Lueneburg- ,
of Prince" Ernest of Cumberland. Political complications caused the German emperor to oppose the succession of the duke of Cumberland to
the tile of king of Hanover and to
tjie enjoyment of the possession of,
the duke of Brunswick. All efforts
of mediation by the late King Edward'
proved without avail and It will re
move a great deal of ill feeling and
bitterness if the young prince Is restored to the title and possessions
denied to his father.
one-hal-
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The questions answered below are
general in character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewlf Baker, ColSts., Daylege B!dg., Collego-Elwooton; O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious, name w"l
be used in my answers. The preany
scriptions can be filled
Any druggist
drug store.
can order of dealer.

f

Brunswick-Wo'ifenbuette-
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Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When vou ha e a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give

relief, hut effect a prompt aad permanent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contains
Chamberlain's
Injurious.
nothing
Couah Remedy meets all these re
quirements. It acts on nature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids czpectoratica.
onens the secretions ana restores in
system to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a worm wiae saie ana
use. and can always De aepenaea
upon. Sold by all dealers.
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"Speaker" writes: "I am troubled'
with a tickling sensation after speak
a
ing, which is accompanied with
and hoarseness. Can
slight cough
I get relief?"
Answer:
You will not only be re
lieved, but you will be cured by using
the following: ' Ask your druggist for
a tVi oz. bottle of essence mentho-laxenThis can be taken pure or
can be made into a full pint of cough
Full directions are given on
syrup.
the bottle for making. This is very
easily made at home and is perfectly
safe as it does not contain any harm
ful ingredients as do most of the

well-stocke- d

balmwort. 1 oz.; and tincture rhu3
aromatic, 2 drams. Mix in water and
give 10 to 13 drops one hour before
meals.

"I suffer with
also afwhich
severe
headaches
very
fects my eyes. My throat and nostrils are affected by catarrh and my
breath is very bad. Could you pre
scribe'a' cure?"
Answer: I have cured hundreds
who suffer as you do by prescribing
the following and have received many
which
letters from grateful people
indicates that it is speedily curative:
Purchase a 2 oz. original package of
cough cures.
vilane powrder; to a pint of warm wa
f
teaspoonful and snuff
"Ida" writes: "I have suffered with ter ad'd
water
from
the
the
palm of the hand
stomach trouble and constipation for
two or three
about two years, and I fear It will through the nostrils
or
until
a
times
they are thorday
cause appendictis if I cannot get some
oughly cleansed; then apply well up
relief."
into the nostrils twice daily the folAnswer: I recommend that you get
catarrh balm: To one level tealowing
tablets triopeptine and take a pink
of vilane powder add one
tablet after breakfast, a white tablet spoonful
ounce of lard or vaseline. If used acafter dinner and a blue tablet after
cording to the above prescription your
supper. This is a very excellent treat- 'catarrh should
soon vanish. This
ment and is widely prescribed for its
should be used occasionally to preaction. Continue
gradual curative
vent its return.
this treatment for several weeks and
I am sure you will be cured.
"Mildred K." says: "Please advise
what I can use for a good hair tonic
took
I
Doctor: Several years ago
hair and scalp are in a very bad
a tonic which you prescribed for me,, My
condition and nothing seems to help."
but it has been so long that I have
Answer: The best hair tonic on the
forgotten the ingredients. It w,aa the market Is sold in 4 oz.
jars and Is callbest nerve and system tonic that I
ed plain yellow minyol.
Any
WTill
ever took.
you kindly publish
druggist will have it. This is
the ingredients again?"
superior to anything known for the
Answer: The tonic I always pre- treatment of the diseases of the
hair
scribe for people in your condition ia: and
Two or there applications
scalp.
Syrup, of hypophosphites comp. 5 ozs.; have been known to cure, while it
tincture cadomene comp., 1 oz. Shake makes the hair
soft, fluffy and makps
well and take a teaspoonful before it
its natural color.
keep
meals. This is the best nerve and
system tonic that I know of.
"Jane" writes: "My nerves are in
m
a dreadful condition, my appetite is
"Overweight" asks: "I wish you very poor and I am extremely thin.
would prescribe something to reduce
My face is so thin that it makes me
my weight that I could safely take. I very unhappy. I should like you to
Can
you tell me a true
despise liquid medicine.
remedy."
give a pill or tablet?"
Answer:
If you wish to become
Answer: I find many are like you Stouter, improve your appetite and
and advise that you obtain in sealed your nervous system, I heartily recomarbolene tablets. Any mend the use of three grain-hypo- tubes
accommodating dealer can obtain i:uclane tablets, which you will find
from wholesale druggists. Full direc in any
drug store, In
tions accompany each tube.
sealed cartons with full directions for
e
tablets improve
taking.
"Tom" writes: "I have very poor the nutrition, add red corpuscles to
health on account of long standing the blood, strengthen the nervous sysconstipation. I take medicine all the tem and improve the general health.
time, but would like to get something Many people report that they have
that would cure me."
gained from 10 to 20 pounds iu two
Answer: More illness is caused by nionths.
constipation than by any other ailment. You can get plenty of medi
"Harry" writes: "Both my wife and
cines that will relieve, but if you want myself suffer with rheumatism. "We
something that will cure you I would would appreciate a reply telling us
what to take."
advise the use of three grain
Answer: Mix the following at home
tablets (not sulphur tablets).
at
store
have the druggist mix it for you:
or
can
be
bought
any
drug
They
in sealed tubes with full directions 2 drams of iodide of potassium; sofor using. I have found them the dium salicylate, 4 drams; wine of
f
oz.; comp, essence
most reliable and gradually curative.
cardiol, 1 oz.; compj fluid balmwort,
"A. L. U." I advise you to get thel 1 oz.; and syrup sarsaparilla comp.,
following ingredients and mix at home 5 ozs. Take a teaspoonful at mea!
to cure your child of bedwetting: time and bed time.
Always shake
Tincture cubebs, 1 dram; comp. fluid well before using.
"Miss Anna" writes:

e.

one-hal-
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Hypo-nuclan-
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$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOR

Health a Factor In Success.
This lareesr factor contributing to
a man's success Is undoubtedly Lealth.
It has been observed that a man is
seldom sick when his bowels are regare
ularhe is never well when they you
constipated. For constipation
will find nothing quite so good as
not
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
only move the bowels but improve
the appetite and strengthen the di- dealgestion. They am sold by all

The great calamity in umalia was
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great sufccids and
fering and sickness from
2217 CaliL.
resulted.
Poole,
exposure
"My
writes:
fornia St. Omana,
and
severe
cough
a
had
very
daughtr
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Compound knocked It out in no time."
Refuse substitutes. O. G. Sehaefer
an4 Red Cross Drug Store.
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quarters progressive, whatever that I have always favored the use of
term means; and Senator Townsend, motion pictures both In churches and
ESTABLISHED 1879
I suppose, is about
associations
pro- - Young Men's Christian
gresslve. Senator Clark or Wyoming but I never realized until this mornand myself are the reactionaries, I ing its wonderful inspiration and eduPublished By
cational possibilities.
suppose."
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Senator Cummins' committee finalSincerely yours,
(Incorporated.)
ly 'iecided to address a 'letter to the
PHIL II. LE NOIIt,
republican executive committee toGeneral Secretary, Y. M. C. A.
EDITOR morrow urging that a meeting of tne
M. M. PADGETT.
national committee be called and
He v. X. B. Green, pastor of the First
leaving the way open to an Invitaion Baptist church, who sr.w the pictures
for the progressives to appear before .yesterday morning, also highly recom- the committee to further explain mended them as worthy of the attentheir position should the committee tion of Christian people.
Entered at the postoffice at East desire to hear them.
The films will be shown tonight a
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for
the Photoplay theater only.
through the United States
mails as second class matter.
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WONDEKFUL PICTURE AT
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier

Per Oonr
One week
One Month
One Year

THE "MOVIE" SHOPS
? .05

..

.15
.65
7.5C

Daily, by Mall

-

One Year.
Six Months

J6.00
3.00

'FROM THE
MANGER
TO
CROSS" IN FIVE
REELS,
i COMMENDED AS FINE

The presentation

o

THE
RE- -

the remarkable

moving picture, "From the Manger
to the Cross" at the Browne and

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 23. Trading during the morning fell off considerably,
and there was no sign of a continuation of the movement which raised
prices generally yesterday.
Standard stocks, which have been
unaffected of late by liquidation of
various low priced issues, seemed
more sensitive today to adverse influences and although there was little
pressure against the list, such business as was done was at the ex-- ,

Photoplay theaters last night was en
joyed by large audiences, it Is a pense of quoted values.
Reports from Europe indicated re$2.00 wonderful piece of acting and the
One Year
$1.00 settings are appropriate, the picture newed depression had come over the
6ix Months
having, been made in the Holy Land. foreign markets, and some reflection
The production Is wonderful, con of this feeling was visible from the
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- sisting of five reels, or almost 6,000 feet outset here. Failure of yesterday's
tions.)
of film, and requires one hour and 40 rise to create public interest in the
Remit by draft, check or money or. minutes to
present. Practically all market discouraged bullish activity.
Ier. If sent otherwise we will not of the
scenes in the life of Bonds were irregular.
important
be responsible for loss.
Suspension of the forenoon selling
the Saviour are represented In a most
Specimen copies free on
did not help the list. Speculation
vivid manner.
Probably the most interesting char became stagnant, and stocks showed
acter taking part in the production Is no recuperative power when pressure
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT Gene Gauntier, who takes the part of stopped.
Moderate buying orders made their
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Mary mother of Christ. Miss Gaun- ier firmly believes that to perfectly appearance for the Harrimans and
PAID FOR
act the part of a character the actress coalers and the market in general
must have fell of the virtues of the stiffened. Lack of detailed informa
Advertisers we guaranteed the
to be represented. She has tion regarding the continued fall in
character
circulation
largest daily and weekly
given
every
up
thing in the world for St. Louis and San Francisco stocks
bf any newspaper in northern New
her
and
her
art,
representation of the and bonds curbed aggressive bullish
Mexico.
Mother Mary is perfect.
operations.
The market closed firm. Pricas
The scenes represented in the pro
TELEPHONES
duction show Mary and Joseph find- moved up steadily to the enn, and
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 1 ing the chfldin the manger; the wise the list retrieved
something morn
Is'EWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9 men follow the star of Bethlehem than the early losses. Pool operations
until the two view the baby. The were evident in the improvement in
to Egypt to escape the wrath of some low priced copper shares.
flight
1913
FRIDAY, MAY
The last sales were as followsHerod
and the return to Israel
4"
when Jesus had reached the age of 12. Amalgamated Copper
no '4
The sc ene in the temple In Jerusalem Sugar
KOSWKLI, GIVES FKIEML
old Saviour uttered Atchison
where the
...!.. !9
JSOOST
1G t
words of wisdom to the 'doctors and Reading
Southern
as
a
Pacific
37
at
later
work
carpenter.
The campaign of boosting which the
Union Pacific
151
Peter
Then
the
of
John
and
calling
I.as Vegas Commercial club began
60
nomo months ago has been successful as they were casting their nets in United States Steel
United
States
to
and
100
water
sea.
wine
the
Steel,
Changing
pfd
in obtaining publicity for thi3 comon the waters during the
munity all over the southwest. The walking
visit of Secretary Stark to the State storm; the betrayal by Judas and
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
lietailers' meeting at Eoswell this Judas' repentance, followed by the trial Chicago, May 23. Wheat
prices ran
fin
Saviour
of
the
and
week resulted in the appearance of and scourging
on account of of
a wonderful up speedily today
is
crucifixion.
It
the
ally
the following editorial mention in the
ferings being scanty. Houses with
Jloswrfi lieeoid of Wednesday even production and a portrayal of the per southwestern connection were active
the
sacrifice
of
fect
life
and
supreme
tng:
buyers, influenced by Kansas reports
The Las Vegas Commercial club is Saviour.
that in considerable territory the
apof
The
following expressions
ure to be a winner. It understands
crop had gone back 50 per cent. There
the art of advertising. Mr. Stark the proval of the picture by clergymen were also adverse
tidings frcm
were made yesterday:
6ecretary of the club, was "being ex- and educators
France. The market opened unchangMessers.
Duncan
and
Browne,
pected" and "talked about" even beed to
higher. July started at 90 to
The Photoplay, Las Vegas, N. M.
fore he arrived with the Las Vegas
to y8 up, and rose
unchanged
90,
Gentlemen:I
sincerely thank you to
delegation to the Retailers associaThe
close was weak
tion. Before you leave Roswell be for the courtesy of your invitation to with
same as last
at
the
90,
July
cure to ask Stark for he wants to, and the presentation of the film. "From
night.
mornto
the
Cross"
the
this
Manger
can tell you.
July corn, which at the outset was
ing.
Vs off to u like
advance, at 57 vi to
It is a most graphic representation
57
57
went
was
The
Sio.
of the leading events in the ministry
at 7
a
for
weak
of
July,
gain
of Jesus Christ, beautifully tender,
net.
touching, impressive, wierdly appealWITH CONCILIATORS ing, startling vivid and convincing, July oats opened VadiV to ;a?s
to SS'i and climoed
at 38
and withal as reverent as a sacra higher
to 38.
ment.
CHAIRMAN OF THE REPUBLICAN
Provisions eased off with hogs.
If shown in fitting environment, it
NATIONAL COMMITTEE GOES
First sales were a shade to 7 V?. down
will increase faith, devotion and rev
TO WASHINGTON.
with September J19.30 for pork; $11
erence.
to $11.0216 tor lard and $11.05 for
Very cordially yours,
ribs. The closing quotations were;
Washington, May 23. Charles D.
SKINNER.
naIjjiles, chairman of the republican
Wheat, May 91; July 90; September 89; December 91V4.
tional committee, is expected here
These pictures are great. I shail '
late today to prepare for tomorrow's send
Corn, May 58; July 57; Septemmy children. ,
ber 58; December 66.
meeting of the national executive
FRANK H. H. ROBERTS.
committee, called to consider prelimi-na- y
Oats, May
July 38 ; SeptemDecember
ber
plans' for party reorganization
exceed-iul38.
37;
These pictures are to me
and vo hear from the conciliation
$19.95;
May
July $19.82;
Pork,
,
impressive.
committee of progressive republicans.
September $1 474.
K- C. ANDERSON.
i
The conciliation committee, apLard, May $11.10; July $11; Sepj r I ....
tember $11.10.
'
'
pointed as the result of the recent
ST. Paul's Rectory,
Ribs, May $12; July $11.30; SeptemChicago conference of republican proE. Las Vegas, N. M.
ber
gressives to urge party reformations
$11.12.
1913.
22,
May
and1 a national convention next fall,
Messers Duncan and Browne.
met today with its chairman, Senator
Dear irs: I have just returned
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Cummins, to outline plans tor; an ar;
'unnvinir nirtlirp exhibition
Kansas
City, May' 23. Cattle, re'commitgnment before the executive
Qf ,.From the Mangej, t0 tve Cross.
Market-steadta strong.
1,000.
ceipts
tee." The principal purpose .of , the
The plctures aW marveloU3 and
southern
steers
Native
$7.258.65;
'committee is to induce
don.t Bay that t steers $5.757.50; southern cows and
b(j
tim &g
j
to
the executive committee
call,, a
om onro n riid heifers
lf v,
..$4. 507; native cows1 and
meeting of the national 'committee 'me good. I was deeply impressed.
heifers
$4.508.25; stockers and
in the near future to consider issuing and I recommend that all who have
bulls $5.75
8.10;
feeders
$6.50(0
a call for a party convention to take the opportunity see these pictures.
calves
$G.5010; western
7.25;
ip reorganization plans.
They are stimulating and instructive. steers $G.75'S8.25; western cows
Senator Galliuger, chairman of the
Faithfully yours,
$4.507.
committee of senators to confer with
J. S. MOORE,
Hogs, receipts 7,000. Market 5 to
house leaders on reorganization said
10 cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.35
the chairmanship of the reorganized Messers Browne and Duncan,
8.50; heavy $8.338.45; packers and
committee would go to a member of
E. Las Vegas, N. M.
butchers $S.408.50; lights $S.40
'he house.
Gentlemen: Thank you for the
8.50;
pigs $77.70.
"In organizing the senators' com- privilege of viewing the picture "from
receipts 3,000. Market steaSheep,
mittee to confer," Mr. Balllnger con- Manger to Cross." I slall never forMuttona $46.50; Coloto
strong.
tinued, "we thought we must recog- get It I took my pencil along In- dy
rado lambs $78.65; range wethers
nize the
progressive wing tending" to Jot down a few notes hut
and yearlings $4.507; range ewes
of the party, as well as the
my pencil remained poised and as the
r;cfkinaries. Senator Norris was a picture neared the end it dropped from $4C.
revolutionist in the house and is a my fingers I was in the grip of the
,
i
active progressive in the senate. spirit of the picture.
Subscribe for The Optic.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
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EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION
Shoes wiil be fitted only in the mornings from 7 to 11 o'clock. Positively none fitted in the
afternoons at sale prices. We are in a position to supply your shoe wants from A to Z. Our line is
rather larger than we have ever shown before, and the syles and qualities we know to be absolutely
right. Vou have our word for it that this is to be absolutely the best SHOE SALE we have ever pulled off an prices have never been lower.
t

Our Entire Stock of Shoes Oxfords xnd Pvimps, Women's,
Children's, Boy's and Men's on SeJe
If You Care To Save Money Read Every Word In This Ad

-

,

90.

IIILLEsliSoNFEB

""

Sizes and Styles Here
To Fit xnd Please
Everybody

Our Newest nd Best
Lasts Included in this
SaJe

For Convenience We Have Arranged These Shoes In Lots
Children's Leather

Eye Opener Prices

Pumps or Oxfords
Sizes

2

to 5, per pair

53o

Sizes

5

to 8, per pair

SOo

Sizes 8H0
Sizes

11

11,

to

2,

per pair
per pair

Shoe Blacking Specials
Gilt Edge
Bottle

25c

Polish,

Men's
FLORSHEIM

-

Oxfords

Per

19c

Worth $4.00 to $5.50, Black
or Tan. Sale Price

Combination
and
Paste
Polish, a
Liquid
Bottle and Box, for
!9o

25c Whitmores

$1.29
$U59

15c Velvet Oil Liquid Shoe

80

Polish, a bottle.
lOc Bixola Black Shoe Paste,

a box

Misses' Pumps

25c Albo While Cleaner for
Canvass or Buck Shoes, per

box

$2 75 to $3.50 Values, Sizes
2--

2

7o

Two Exrta Special Lots
In Ladies Oxfords

19c

and Pumps

V..

to 6, Very Special at

$3.50 Patent or Dull Kid, per

$1.99

pair

41;

Early Buying

$4.00
;

Patent or Dull Kid, per

$2.59

.pair

i'

..

'

frntn-irriii-

ii

j

j

j

d

(Broken Sizes)

All things favor the early

buyer. You will find fuller

Women's Canvass
Oxfords
i

n

White Lace, Oxfords in a full
Run of Sizes, Worth $1.50
and $2.00, While They Last
We Will Sell Them for

TheseTare,. beyond question
valqes which you will find
live up to our highest expectation. We quotethemat

ls'G9

The First Picker Gets

1"

yJ-

-'

"

-

anil I

Store of Quality"

'The
the Best Plums

Children's Canvass
Oxfords

stocks and better assort-ment- s
if you will get down
before the crowds come.
With present pr'ces the
lowest, and assortments
the best, you should supply your needs at the earliest opportunity.

9
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Opposite Castaneda
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Misses Clara, Julia and Florence
Mossiman of Beulah came in yester THE NORMAL MUSICAL
day evening and are the guests of
their brother and sister hers for a few
STUDENTS' RECITAL
days.
R. B. Given and T. T. Given of
George E. Morrison returned this afternoon from a short business visit Tulsa, Okla., came in last night for PIANO AND VIOLIN NUMBERS
at Santa Fe.
a few days' business visit in Las VeWILL" MAKE UP GOOD PROMrs. T. p. Brenman of Denver gas. They are connected with an oil
GRAM THIS EVENING

company of Tulsa, and are here
ing stock.

FIVE

SON IS FINED FOR

PERSONALS

came in last night for a few weeks'
stay In Las Vegas.
G. C. Backers of Albuquerque camein last night for a short business vis--'
it in Las Vegas.
A. L. Clausen of El .Paso came In
s
this afternoon for a few days'
visit here.
M. M. McSchooner of Mineral Hill
came in this morning for a short
business visit here.
Misses Mary and Bessie Tipton of
Watrous came in last evening for a
few days' visit in Las Vegas.
G. A, Fleming returned last evening from Shoemaker where he has
been on a short business trip.
Miss Bertha Papen left last night
for St. Louis where she will be for
several weeks visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Black of the
mesa came in this morning for a few
days' business visit in Las Vegas.
R. C. Dillon of Enclno drove in last
night in his Apperson auto for a tew
days' business visit in Las Vegas.
George H. Hunker left last night
for El Paso, where he will be on
business for the coming few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Chavez of
Albuquerque came in 'last night for a
short visit with friends In Las Ve-

MAY 23, 1913.

FRIDAY,

BEATING FATHER
THOMAS FOSTER, JR., GIVEN 60
DAYS IN JAIL FOR ASSAULT-INHIS PARENT.

sell-

You

Have
Positive
Proof

When

your canceled check is returned to you by this institution that you
have made payment to the proper parties. Start a checking account and
pay all your bills by check. It is the convenient and modern way and
you are sure to obtain a receipt for everything you pay for.

We Pay 2 Per Cent Interest On the

Last night at about 9 o clock Night
Tonight at 8 o'clock in the Normal
hall will occur the annual iclta' of Officer Ed Ward and Merchants' Pothe pupils of the department of in- - liceman Terry McGovern were called
strumental music of the New Mexico lo the residence of Thomas Foster,
f Normal University. The public is cor-- Sr., where they placed Thomas FosL
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
f dially invited to attend. The music ter, Jr., under arrest on the charge
.
of
his
with
Fosis
father.
the
of
which
Mr.
fighting
school,
f department
.
.
$111,000
recognized throughout the state as ter and his son had been quarreling
f
f
f f
the
M.'.iB
when
son
headed by during
evening,
the
L,
Brownell, general secretary being thoroughly good,
became unmanageable and started a
of the city Y. M. C. A. at Topeka.i'Miss Marguerite Cluxton.
The students are as follows. Re- - fist fight. On account of the age of
Kan., will pass through here this
tistical exhibits which he had introto
Australia
on
fugio
his
Aragon, Mrs. Maud Baker, Flor- his father, the younger man easily
way
HEARSAY EVIDENCE
evening
to show the quantity of produced
where he will take charge of a simil- ence Baker, Mary Breene,
Nancy overpowered his parent. When taken
ducts sold abroad' by the corporation.
V.
before
R.
Rose
mornis
.ConLuella
Mr.
ar association.
pop- Elattman,
Brownell
Murray this
Judge
Condon,
IS NOT ADMITTED Judge Dickinson objected to the
ular with the Y. M, C. A. and has a don, Neva Chambers, Ruth Crocker, ing Thomas Foster, Jr., was severely
statistics on the ground that they
his
action and given a
Julia Ettinger, Ethel de Graftenieid, censured for
National League.
good record behind him at Topeka.
were "hearsay evidence."
Lola Hixenbaugh, Ethel Harper, Ida fine of ?G0 or 60 days in jail, with the
Pittsburg at Brooklyn; postponed. STATISTICS
SUBMITTED
BY
THE
,
Living-stonSt. Louis at New York; rain.
The field meet that was to have Harper, Mabel t.aird, Racu
privilege of leaving the city. He
DEFENSE IN STEEL CASE
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; rain.
been held on the last of this month
Lorraine Lowry, Velma Lewis, stated that he wanted to work, but
NOT COMPETENT.
American League.
has been given up on account of other Alicia Lujan, Harriett Mann, Emily that he could not work at painting,
Poul-sohis
asked1
When
trade.
what kind of
at
Philadelphia
pressing business of the association. Blattman, Ruth Neafus, Voluoy
Washington;
New York, May 23. The
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Garfield
The meet will be postponed until next
Paltengln, Guadalupe work he would do Foster mentioned cloudy.
of James A. Farrell, presiNo other games scheduled.
year when it is planned to have a Romero, Anna Breene, Maty Russell, clerical work. Judge Murray decided
dent of the United States Steel cor4
American Association.
general meet and invite schools from Nina Shoemaker, Nettie Shoemaker, to give young Foster until next Mon
was resumed today by govporation,
Jim Flynn vs. Jim Coffey, 10 rounds,
other parts of the state to enter.
and Mrs. Annabelle Taul.
day in which to obtain work under
Indianapolis at Minneapolis; clear. ernment
counsel, in the suit to dis- at New York City.
the condition that he bother his parToledo at St. Paul; clear.
The program will be as follows:
solve the corporation.
ents no more and he entirely IndeLouisville at Kansas City; clear.
"Soldier" Kearns vs. George Rodel,
Part I
Word has been received from J. M.
He was questioned fry Jacob M. 10 rounds at New York
Columbus at Milwaukee; rain
Connell, general passenger agent for Chorus "June is Here"
pendent of them. Young Foster prom
City.
Dickinson, the government attorthe Santa Fe ailway company, to the
Western League.
Young Erlenborn vs. Harry Dell, 10
George I,. Spauld'm ised to try to get work, and was re
ney, concerning the accuracy of sta rounds, at Denver.
Denver at Omaha; clear.
Class
leased.
effect that the local Y. M. C. A. is to
V.
at
Lincoln
has
E.
a
resident
receive shortly two new framed pic- "Summer Evening"..
Sioux City; clear.
been
Young Foster
TcIntyre
gas.
of this city practically all his life and
Wichita at Des Moines; clear.
tures. One of these will be of the
Mary Breene
M. L. Schutt left this afternoon for big engine No. 3000, now in service
Porn the sudden outbreak last night no
Topeka at St. Joseph; clear.
Falling Waters"
Alicia Lujan
Albuquerque after having been a busi- on the Coast lines of the Santa Fe,
doubt will surprise his friends He
ness visitor here for the past few and the other will be a picture of the "Happy New Year"
YESTERDAY'S
BASEBALL.
Jay Watson has been employed in a number of
days.
local business houses during his resifamous hotel in the Grand Canyon,
National League.
Guadalupe Jlomero
Miss Marguerite Ca anaugh left e; Tovar.
At Brooklyn: Pittsburg, 1; Brookdence here. --It is said he has not
"Serenata" (Violin Solo)
this afternoon for Trinidad where she
Moszkowski been working lately
lyn, 0.
will spent
several days 'waiting
f the plans
A full announcement
Lola Hixenbaugh
American League.
friends.
At
Dorn
for the summer camp will be made "11 Trovatore"
,
Chicago:
Chicago, 2; Boston, 1.
Hert Dingley, the automobile racer,
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carvill left this in The Optic tomorrow night. This
At St. Louis: St. Louis, 7; New
Luella Condon
was
a
afternoon
passenger
yesterday
afternoon for El Paso where they will will include the prices that are to be "Twilight Reverie"
Guy on Santa Fe train No. 4 on his way York, 0.
a
two
on
the
weeks
upend
Velma Lewis
At Cleveland: Cleveland, 5; Washcoming
charged for the accommodations of
to Chicago from his home at Los
visit with relatives.
0.
the camp, and also the, many Im- "Silver Stars"
C. Bohm
From Chicago he will go ington,
Angeles.
Eric Eckersdorff, representative provements that have been planned.
At
Detroit.
Emily Blattman
Philadelphia, 7; Detroit,
to Indianapolis to enter the
for the Eugene Teschner Feather Secretary Le Noir has received a "Historical Pageant"..:.
0.
Gills
contest.
sweepstakes
company of New York, was a busi- large number of inquiries concerning
Nina and Nettie Shoemaker
Western League.
ness visitor here today.
deII
At Des Moines: Lincoln, 2; Des
the opening of the camp, which
Part
Mrs. Chester Hunker returned this signates that it Is sure to be a kuc- - "Witches' Dance"
De Lancey
Moines, 1.
i
afternoon from Amarillo, Texas, where iess
At St. Joseph: Denver, 8; St. JosLola Hixenbaugh
DEMOCRATS HANDING
she has been for the past three weeks
"Wandering Sprite"
eph, 7.
Engelbrecht
At Omaha: Omaha, 5; Wichita, 0.
Rose Condon
visiting friends and relatives.
Arrangements are being made to
OUT CHAIRMANSHIPS
Mrs. Fred Rolette returned last complete ihe Santa Fe club rooms in "La Palonia"
At Sioux City: Topeka, 10; Sioux
With the Electric Grill tbe most convenient of electrical cooking deHavermeyer
night from Excelsior Springs, Mo., the "Y." It is expected that these
Ruth Neafus
City, 8.
vicesyou can prepare a dainty, tasty, palatable meal on the dining
where she has been for the past two rooms will be fitted up within the "I es Rameaux"
Leybach EVERYBODY
table. Slmp'y attach to any convenient Electric socket and la less
IN
HOUSE
THE
f
weeks on account of poor health.
Neva Chambers
next ten days. This club has been
than 15 seconds the radiant colls of the grill are ready for use.
AN
ANXIOUS
GET
TO
SEEMS
STANDING OF CLUBS
Rev. Father M. A. D. Rivera has doing good work since it was organ- Violin- - Solo Selected
You could not prepare a more appetizing breakfast than the Electric
IMPORTANT COMMITTEE
National League.
returned from Denver where he has jzed, and has added a large number
Maureen Harper
Grill will cook for you. Bacon may be broiled underneath the heat
Club
Won Lost Pet.
been for some tlm.3 on account of j 0f new members, to the association "Alice'
Ascher
...
coils at the same time that toast is being made on top. You can boi:,
.
23. Democratic
May
Washington,
7
.19
.731
Philadelphia
'The-roohealth. He is much improved.
list.
will be fitted out in
Ida Harper
or poach eggs fry chops make griddle cakes In fact, you will
fry
means Brooklyn
the ways
and
members
of
JL19
12
.631
Mrs. C. Culley and children passed the style that suits the railway boys, "Valse Caprice"
Newman
find
new uses for an Electric Grill almost every day.
was
asserted
today, New York
committee, it
15
14
.617
Rachel Livingston
through here today on their way to j Pool tables will be installed and oth- numa
have
upon
tentatively
agreed
16
St, Louis
15
.516
their home in Greenville, Miss., from er things that are peculiar to the lik- "Rhapsodie Hongroise" No. 12.
ber of the committees of the house, Chicago
.515'
17
16
California where they went some ings of the boys will be on the list.
Fr. Lluzt
to which have been deappointments
15
.455
18
Pittsburg
time ago with Mrs. Mollie Schmidt.
Ethel Harper
Nothing definite has been done as
ferred because of the pressure of busi Boston
-- .11
'
.393
17
Dr. A. L. Hayen, R. S. Johnson and yet as to the schedule for the base "Ye Banks and Braes"
Pape ness.
9
22
Cincinnati
.290
J. H. Coleman of Newkirk,
OkJa., ball games that are to be played by
Volney Poulson
The immigration committee chair
American League,
drove In last night in a Ford auto en this club, but it is expected that this
The cost of operating an Electric Grill is
will be retained by Represen
manship
very low just a few cents'.
Club
Won Lost Pet
route from their homes to California. will be arranged soon.
No time is wasted in preparation It is
of Alabama.
tative
of
Burnett
Most
always
ready. If you have
20
9
Santa
this
Fe.
left
for
.690
"They
Philadelphia
morning
Electrie Light in your home, you really should own this decided conWEEK the principal chairmanships will b9 Cleveland
In private car No. 2001,
12
22
.647
Tbe boxball alley has been working
venience.
undisturbed, but there will be many Washington
18
12
Clark of Montana passed through here full blast since it was Installed. All
.600
the
in
changes
memberships.
21
this afternoon on train No. 1 enroute the members are working hard for the AT THE N. H. NORMAL
14
Chicago
.600
The interstate commerce committee St. Louis
from New York to Arizona, where high score. 'At the present time the
17
.459
20
will be almost completely changed. Boston
he will spend several weeks visiting high score belongs to the Y. M. C. A.
13
20
.394
Houston of Tennessee
Representative
12
Detroit
22
his mining interests. Later he will go assistant secretary, Walter Burns, who FESTIVITIES 'WILL BEGIN SUN-Dj.353
must drop out to retain the chairman- New York
to Los Angeles, Calif., for a several has the score of 210 to his credit.
9
EVENING WITH
23
.281
ship of the census committee, 'as
Clark re- Blackburn follows with 20S and DenWestern League.
SERMON
months', stay.
must Representative Smith of Texas,
Club
Won Lost Pet
cently installed a new smelter near his nis with 206. The highest possible
Denver
The commencement exercises of to keep his'irigation chairmanship.
mines and will make an inspection of score that can be. made on the alleys
.655
10
..19
House leaders have made tentative Lincoln
that while in Arizona. His secretary, Is 300, which has teen made but a the New Mexico Normal University
18
10
.643
H. A. Goldfrab, accompanied him on few times in the entire United States. will begin on Sunday evening, and selections for the chairmanships of SL Joseph
18
.600
12
"his trip.
Des Moines
The business men of the association continue through Thursday evening. the following committees:
. 13 15 .464
Agricultural, Lever, South Carolina; Omaha
With 12 wagons and buggies loaded aare taking to the game fast and It id On Sunday evening at the Normal
13
.448
16
with household goods and
12
.444
15
live expected that some high scores will "auditorium the Baccalaureate sermon appropriations, Fitzgerald, New York; Sioux City
Glass, Virgi
stock a company of overland trav- be scratched down for, them soon: will be delivered by Dr. Frank H. H. banking and currency,
12
16 ,
.429
Topeka
elers were here this morning. The The pool table, which formerly, ,;was Roberts, president of the school. On nia; District of Columbia, Johnson, Wichita
9
.310
20
h
Alaba
in these
people traveling
wagons the main source of amusement, has Monday in the same hall will occur Kentucky; education, Hobson,
Flood
affairs,
ma;
Virginia;
foreign
were Mr. and Mrs. R L. Jernlgan been on the layoff list since the
the eighth grade commencement,
Burnett, Alabama; Inter
and five children and Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday evening at the Duncan op Immigration,
alley has, been installed.
state
and
I
foreign
commerco, Adam- - NE1VYGBK BANK HELPED
W. V. Sanders and five children.
era house the class play wfil be pre
son,
judiciary,
V f y 4
Clayton, AlaGeorgia;
on
are
Ochiltheir
way from
They
sented, and on Thursday evening at
New
Maher,
York; merbama;
labor,
the
tree, Texas, to Stanley, N. M. where
Normal
FINANCE
auditorium
TENNIS
ALASKA
the
HARK ARRIVES.
PLANS
graduates chant
marine, Alexander, Missouri;
thy will 'locate.' They have made New York, May 23. M. E. Mc- - will receive their 'diplomas.
the trip from Texas in the wagons Loughlin, the National lawn tennis
The (plans for commencement week military affairs, Hay, Virginia; naval,
postof-flceMEMBER
OF A NOW
are
and buggies and have bad little
DEFUNCT
the most elaborate that have ever affairs, Padgett, Tennessee;
from
arrived
San
champion,
today
lands,
Moon,
Tennessee;
public
FIRM TELLS OF ASSISTANCE
Whl'le coming over from Francisco and began
practice prepar been made by the Normal. The
GIVEN TO RYAN.
Texas a number of their horses wore atory to the Davis cup matches
outnumber any former class, Ferris, Oklahoma; rivers and harbors,
Florida; insular
affairs,
out on account of the change of wat- against the Australians. He said that Sixty-fiv- e
diplomas will be present Sparkman,.,
k
Washington, May 23. 'Friends" of
er, but after a littel care,, were soon the Australian team is very formid ed,: a number that is larger than that Jones, Virginia.
The republican assignments will be Probst, Wetzler and
in shape to travel again. The party able. He will
1
.'jo
'ito,
the
in
class
Boston
Company, a
Wednes presented
any ther;
go tq
Sepexpects to reach Stanley inirly " next day for an exhibition against R. M. entire state. This Includes a'il de submitted soon by Republican Lead- New York banking firm now out of
A'
will
er
Mann.
The
progressives
business, and tho firm itself backed
week.
t
Williams, also of the American team. grees and certificates. The j graduat
28 to decide finally on their Richard S'.
Ryan financially in proing class of the eighth grade! is large
also and the program of that, class Is list of selections for the 37 committee moting the Controller Bay project
places they are to get.
and the proposed railroad from tne
elaborate.
bay to the Bering coal fields, accordOn the whole this school year has
ing to the testimony today before tne
been the most successful in the hisHE MAY RECOVER.
. .
tory of the University. More students
Sioux City, la., May 23. Attend 6enate territories committee by A.
have been enrolled; more effdclent ing physicians now believe that Rob S. Schuerer, who was a member of
work nas been done in all lines of ert Palmer, cattle salesman "and for- the firm.
. .
Mr. Schuerer declined, to give the
school work, and it has been done mer football star In Iowa, who took
In a careful way, demonstrating that bichloride of mercury with, suicidal names of the "friends," but said to
with a first class president and fac- intent Wednesday evening, may live. the best of his knowledge and belief
ulty great things can be
Indications for recovery were favor- neither the friends nor his firm had
You may use an old favorite recipe and the best of materials and make it
any connections with the enterprises
able this afternoon.
TP
carefully, the oven mav be iust risht. vet von will have a failure if .
of the "Giiggenheims
or Morgan,"
The Power behind the Dough is not the right one to leaven it properly
and that
the Guggenheim-Morgaand make it light, digestible, wholesome.
WAR S RESUMED.
syndicate had no interest in the ConI
A Good bakins without cood baking nnwrW ! nut rt ?, mmilnn
inn
Athens, Greece, May 23. In conse troller bay project.
CI
K C Baling Powder hat wonderful leavening power, and the double action
TOMORROW
About $200,000 had been advanced
quence of the resumption of hostili
in me dowi ana in trie oven maKci good remits doubly certain.
at the Y. M. C. A.
ties between the Bulgarian and tho to Ryan by his firm for the Control
Greek troops, King Constantine of ler bay work, Mr. Schuerer said, prin
Take no chance of fmhre (
V
KC
44Wf naou "good luck
ever v Urn.
v.. v
Greece, accompanied by. Prince Alex- cipally for salaries and expenses of
D.
AttdlGrecm.
A
Boys' combined classes at 9 o'clock, ander and the general staff of the engineers. The hearings were ended
a. m.
mmmmmiSMsmmm
Saloniki
this
mornln.tr. today.
army, left for
-

Daily Balances of Checking Accounts

THE PEOPLES BANK

bust-.nes-

-

Capital

J

TRUST CO.

.

todats baseball
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500-mil- e

Appetizing Breakfasts Prepared
Right on the Dining Table

An Electric Grill, is

Decidedly Inexpensive jo Use

MENCEIIENT

,

See Our Display of Electrical Appliances

BACCA-LAUREAT- E

LAS VEGAS LIGHT &
POWER CO,

.

.

box-bal-

SOU

ALL POINTS

EXCURSIONS

IN COLORADO

10

ifci

y.

grad-uate-

'

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, coiriniencin June to
tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

"

.behind

tlie doudh

S11.B0
(Pueblo
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs SI 3.70
Denver,
feltj.GO

I

n

Tickets are first class good for tcp
overs in either .direction within tin:.!
limit. For I

call at ticket office.

t

v
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Young Prodigal Saved the Widow's Cow and Won Wife
for Father.
By MADELINE

N

ADA LEIGHTON.

NOTICE

drive her In here from the cattle pen
won't leave her till I find out where
he's taking her, and I can take her
back to grandma."
Just here the train took a siding
and halted. Wilfrid made the child
climb down to the ground and rest her
tired arms, by telling her that he
would "see about things."
A brakeman and another man came
strolling from the caboose. They
stared strangely at the pair. Wilfrid
began to explain. The man with the
brakeman smiled before the narrative

IS COLDEST INHABITED TOWN
Verkhoyansk, Siberia, Has a Maximum
Winter Temperature 85 Degrees
Below Zero,
good-size-

"We have been friends for a good was concluded.
"Poor little thing!" he said. "I'm
many jars, Lydia."
"ADd let us continue the same, Dan- lorry for her, but she don't understand how affairs stand. I'm a consta
iel."
The scene was in the neat parlor of ble from the county seat. Mrs. Granthe village home of Miss Lydia Park-- ; by owed some money, and there's an
was execution
out. I didn't want ta diser, spinster. Her caller and suitor-Daniel Brackett, ten years a wid- turb her by levying on her household
goods, so I took the cow."
ower.
They were a
"And this brave little child followed
perfecmatchless
the
in
she
couple,
"OffifigSnowball," said. Wilfrid.
of
poor
loveliness
face,
mature
of
tion
is
amount
the
of
much?",
cer,
very
the
in
he
itrength
ure and mind;
Forty dollars and co!?fs," was thft
a really noble manhood.
look at the
"I hve waited a long time to ask reply, with a sympathetic
child. "I'd pay it out of my own
to
nearest
my
heart,"
the
fovi
question
if I wasn't a poor man."
',e went on. "I am disappointed, pocket
"If I can pay It, will you release
Lydia and a trifle hurt."
"Daniel," said Mr. Lydia, "we can the cow?" asked Wilfrid.
"Yes, and throw off my fees, gladly,"
be straightforward with each other.
1 was the school girl friend of your replied the officer.
Wilfrid was
parting with hard- dear wife. I am the friend of her
proudly-prizeearned,
have
You
savings, but he
lonely, wandering hoy.
asked me if I would marry you. I felt like a royal kind as the trans
platwill not answer that question till you action was completed, a slanting
Snowball
have taken Wilfrid back where he form run up to the car, and
love." delivered into his keeping.
fcelongs to your home and your
The officer wiped away a suspicious
Daniel Brackett took up his hat and
from his eye as the little
left the house, lie was not only moisture
her arms around the neck
threw
his
girl
boy,
Wilfrid,
sad.
but
troubled,
white animal, cried over
the
of
snowy
Impulreckless
lad,
had been a wild,
recovered pet, and then laughed
sive, always In difficulties, but whole- her
hearted and generous to a fault. One for joy.
It was only ten miles back to her
or two boyish scrapes the Indulgent
Wilfrid led Snowball with a
home.
one
Then
overlooked.
father had
halter. Part of the way the girl rode
Bight the son was a member of a
party which wound up In an on her back.
Somehow the people of the town
incidental blaze. A farmer's barn
nas burned down. Mr. Brackett paid found out what the strange precession
meant. An enterprising reporter eagiifty dollars to prevent trouble for
up the material for a
Wilfrid, and banished him from the erly gathered
good story, and when Wilfrid left the
fcouse.
"When you have earned that fifty happy child and her pet at their home,
dollars and repaid it," said the father the wires were clicking an incident
of rare human interest all over the
eternly, "you may come back to your
country. The afternoon papers had it,
before."
Not
jhome.
TeleThat was six month3 since. From including the Brandon Evening
Skat day until this no word had come gram.
"I told you Wilfrid was worth while.
rfrom the homeless lad. Forty miles
I knew he had the making of a grand
man in him and what do you say
I
now, Daniel Brackett?" demanded Miss
Cynthia at the Brackett home at eight
o'clock that evening. She pointed to
the newspaper she had brought with
her on her impetuous, unceremonious
d

;

visit.
"Yes," answered Mr. Bracket humbly, "Wilfrid is a splendid boy."
"You start right out finding him,
Daniel Brackett," ordered the spinster sharply, "or I'll never speak to
you again."
Miss Parker!"
"No need, father!
cried a cheery voice, and the boy In
question burst into the room.
The warm, fatherly greeting made
everything all right, but it was the
emotional Miss Cynthia who caressed
Wilfrid and wept over him, and was
proud of him for his unselfishness.
"There's that fifty dollars, father,"
said Wilfrid in a business like way,
placing a roll of bills on the table.
Mr. Brackett pushed it back sheepishly. Miss Lydla's eyes twinkled.
Her would-bsuitor sidled up to her.
"That question I asked you this
morning,
Lydia?" he insinuated
gently.
Miss Warner placed a loving arm
about Wilfrid.
'I'll think about the answer," she
said simply.
Town
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
Pro-
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cSomehow the People of the
Found Out What the Strange
cession Meant.

VALUE OF HUMAN LIFE
FIX
the
at
from
Brandon,
however,
away
very hour when that important inter In England, It Would Seem, It Is Apview was in progress, young Wilfrid
praised at the Sum
and bright
of $100.
Brackett, brisk, happy-facesis a dollar, was making his way down
a stretch of railroad, whistling merEnglish editorial writers, gravely
rily.
commenting on the slight value attachWilfrid had "made good." Better ing to human life In Mexico, Quite
fchan that, he had become good. He overlooked a couple of cases which
could laugh over his youthful follies were reported In the columns devoted
;iow, and not believe himself very to local news. The first case wmcn
much of a sinner. Still, he experi- failed to receive the attention of the
enced a cleanly, chastened sentiment editorial writers was that of Moor-housd

e,

the well known aviator, who
in his heart that made him feel that
too would be welcomed at the place was fined $100 and costs for killing
he was bound for home.
a carter by the reckless driving of an

"I've done the right thing," he told automobile.
himself as he trudged along. "Father
The other case waa that of a school
eet me a task. Well, I've learned it. teacher, twenty-seveyears old, who
I got a job among the clam shell fish- had been teaching school for ten
ers up Dalton river, had some luck, years. Her salary was $50 a year. In
and I'm going home not only with the order to support herself and her mothfifty dollars, but as much more to the er she has had to eke out her salary
good."
by working aa a waitress in a restauWilfrid stepped aside to allow a rant Recently a member of the school
plow moving freight train to pass committee recommended
that the
Mm. Then he gave a great start as teacher's salary should be increased to
Us last cars swung around the long $100 a year. The committee has not
mrve. He stared in sheer wonder- yet acted on the recommendation.
ment at the figure of a little girl not
more than ten years of age, clinging
Found at Last.
to the top of the iron ladder on one
Joe D. Blades, the noted inventor,
Bide of the car and huddled up
who resides In the wilds of Bracken
against Its rounds.
found perpetual
"The mischief!" uttered the astound- county, says he has
and is building an automobile
ed boy. "She must be scared to death, motion,
to be propelled by this power. He
pr the pluckiest girl I ever saw."
run the autoWilfrid posed to catch at the ladder says that the power to
mobile
be
will
by springs.
produced
under
R3 the car reached him, swung
down
thfl clinging child, and supported her When one spring is running
She was softly the other one is winding up, thus
n gainst his arms.
creating perpetual motion. The auto
crying,
c.J
m .r;..,! wii. is now about completed and he says
i;hi
be on the road ,n a ehort tlmf:
il
frid, "what are you ever doing here?"
wueu ju
"Snowball," was the single re- ii is a
down in the seat the machine Is put
sponse.
in motion; when you get up it stops.
"Who's Snowball?"
cow.
own
our
dear
"She's
They're Falmouth (Ky.) Outlook.
Yoking her away from grandma, who
Sensible Father.
s sick In bed. If she finds out that
"You say you want to marry my
rnMwIl hat been taken away, she'll
t die, I know ehe will. Grandma daughter?"
'Yea, sir. After thinking the matr
She's one of the
ter over I have reached that conclu. md we get half our living
n

'

w

1

:
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i

'
i
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Snowball?"

r'l

.r.

lad.
I saw

tfc

ques- BMU

city in
Verkhoyansk, a
northeastern Siberia, boasts the distinction of being the coldest Inhabited
city on the globe. It is in north altitude
67 degrees on the arctic plane, and
scarcely more than 150 feet above the
sea level.
Its annual temperature is three
above zero, and in winter the maximum is 85 below zero. The Russian
government owns the town, and It In
terested in having an o minietrative
center where clever and industrious
Jews of Siberia,
Yokuts,
Incarry on their operations. All the
habitants of Verkhoyansk, with the
exception of a few officials and. Russian traders, are Yokuts.
The Yokuts are such ambitious and
aggtessive people that they do not
seem to mind the fact that the rivers
freeze to the bottom and that 3mall
trees have been known to snap and
split from the biting force of. the cold.
Still many Russians even seem to.
prefer it to warmer posts. Its atmosphere is always clear and the air still,
and there are no blizzards or snowstorms. Then the Siberian dress adds
considerably to the enjoyment of the
arctic city. It consists of two suit3 of
fur, an outer and an inner, and a huge
hood to pull over the face so that there
Is Just enough space to see and breathe
through.
The summer is hotter than might be
reasonably expected the average temperature being 69 above zero in July.
The earth is green and vegetation
thrives, but the surface of the ground
is scarcely thawed.

sion."
"You have, eh? ."Well, I want her
to luany a ia&a Lo Is not bo all Cred
,f
deliberate!"

d
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PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,

April 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby givou that Via'
cento CIddio of Kast Laa Vf.gas, who,
on December 16, 1907, made homestead entry, No. o530t, for V
NV
section 31, W
SW
section 30,
township 14 N, range 17 E, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commissioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on

June

7, 1913.
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Meets seconc sal
eati
evening
month at W. O. W. Hall. VUltlmj
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. It
W
Houf, Dictator: J. ThoraaU
O. O.

Regular communication first and
thjrd Thursday In
aach month. Visiting

A.

M.

fourth1

MOOSE

Thursday

Secretary
names as witnesses:
vlted- - Wm- - P- - MilB.
Nr
W. M., H. S .an. Petten, Secretary. J E. ROSfeNWAUD LODGE NO. 541.
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER.
TI8EMENT.
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru- I. O. of S- a
Mt every first
jillo, Laa Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2, Tuesday ol
month tu the vestry
Five centi per !!ne eacn insertion.
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
rooms of Temple Montefiore st
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate alx ordinary wordi to a line.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
d Tuea-3i- '
o'clock p. uiv Viaitins brothers ars
conulave
No ad to occupy less space than two
Register.
Isaac
day in each month at Macordially invited
Appal,
lines. Ail
advertls mntc chargsd
sonic Temple at 7:3ft p. m. G. H.
President! Charles- Greenclay, See
will be booked at space actually st,
TAX PAYMENTS
Klnkel, K. C; Chaa. Tamme, Reretary.
Notice is hereby given that any without regard to number of word.
corder.
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS- VEGAS LODGE NO.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
Meets-ever1.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER MO. 3. ROYMonday evening ar
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MASONS Regilar con
their hail on Sixth street. All vlslv
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday la
Ing brethren cordially Invited to aV
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month at Masonic
tend. B D. Fries. N. G.;
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
M. Elwood
T.
V. ' G.;
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
published of the public sale of all
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Secretary; Tail Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery tru&tes.
property upon which taxes of A. D.
Blood, Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property up
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICAOPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN .
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
e
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Forest of Brotherly
Meet
quent, will bvj sold as required by the
Love at Woodmen of the World-hall,at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
session Laws of 1913.
on the second and fourth
Mm. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy MaDated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. nv
1913.
WANTED Plain sewing.
C. H. Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone
Telephone Main. 329.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Vegas 292.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local DepCollector, San
Treasurer and
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are espeANIMAL AND FLOWER RESERVE
WANTED-Appl- y -- Two
102 Mess every Monday night at
Miguel County, N. M.
good farm hands.
cially welcome- and cordially invitS. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
ed.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat. avenue.at
Kanaaroo Island for a Preservation
A man living at Auburn, New York,
8 o'clock.
are
of Australian Species of
Visiting
ATTultliEVs
had a severe attack of kidney and WANTED Position by responsiDle
Wild Life.
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
bladder trouble. Being a working
middle aged woman.
Inquire X.,
president; J. T. Buhtor secretary;
HUNKER & HUNKEfl
Kangaroo island, which Is situated man, net wanting to lose time, he
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Optic.
AdeGeorge H. Hunker Chester A. mub
some six hours' steaming from
cured himself completely by using
Attorneys-at-Lalaide, the capital of South Australia, is Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he WANTED Used
parcel post stamps B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and LA
New alex.
regarded as an Ideal place in which
Vegas
to
a
that
report
in lots of 100 or more. Highest
fourth Tuesday evening of each
to preserve permanently animal and says: "It is pleasure
month Elks home on Ninth street
botanical species distinctive of the the cure was permanent." His name
prices. Box 79, Watrous, N. M.
UlSNTl.s'l'S
Australian contient. At present 175 is J., A. Farmer. O. G. Sehaefor and
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothsquare miles on the island are utilized Red Cross Drug Store.
WANTED Four mules ranging from
ersare cordially tnwited. Gov. Wm. DR. t. L. HAMMONC, DENTIN
as a fauna and flora reserve and it is
5 to 6 years in age. Not to exceed
Crockett Bundle
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Connow suggested that the area should be
Mam
900
56
inches
and
Office
don.
Telephone-weighing,
high
Secretary.
Considerably increased. Certain islands
itala.
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of Albu
House Telephone- in various lakes have been set apart
as bird sanctuaries, close seasons for
querque and Cerrillos Coal Com- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNOR. F. B.
different kinds of birds are proclaimed
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
pany, Madrid, N. M.
...
and In various other ways efforts are
fourth Thursday In O. P.. C. Hall,
made to prevent the destruction of the
WANTED Man with family to do
Dental work of any (iescrluli".
Pioneer building.
Visiting memn'ative fauna and flora.
bers are cordUlly Invited. Richard moderate prices.
farm work. W. W- - Lynam,
general
South
the
of
the
attention
Recently
Room
Watrous, N. M.
Center Block. Tel. Main
Devlne, G. K.; Prank Angel, T. S.
Australian commission of crown lands
East Las Vega6, N M
was drawn to the desirableness of proNO.
I
LODGE
DORADO
EL
tecting the opossum, which he had asiSeni
certained Is now being destroyed in
KNIGHTS OF PY Professional health Culture for Ladl
large numbers for the sake of its skin,
MRS. OLLIE. SHEARER
FOR RENT Desirable light house
THIAS Meets e
for which there is a great market
Hair and ScaU
General.
Massage,
ery Monday even
To prevent the wholesale destruckeeping rooms, modern, with sleepManicure
Facial
Massage,
Treatment,
1030
Hall
in
street.
tion of the marsupial and also to give
Castle'
Fifth
ing porch.
ing
HoteL
Plara.
to
propower to the rfate government
Knigiiti
Visiting
u.
tect other nat e animals from time to
LOCAL TIEIE CAP
s.re cordially invlt Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p.
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
time as occasion may require, the comtil. Chas. Llebaco
suitable for light housekeeping. InCure for Stomach Disorders.
mission has directed that a bill shall
of the stomach may be
Disorders
623
street
Chancelloj
ner,
Twelfth
quire
into
parbe prepared for introduction
use of. Chamberlain's
the
avoided;
by
Commander.
Harrj
liament at an early date to provide fo,
remarkable cureE
Arrive
Bepar
Tablets.
very
Many
animals-Lon-don
the protection of wild
i'uit kiumt i'arnishea nouse or ry Martin, Keeper of Records anc have been effected by these tablets
:15 p
No.
.
9:10 p. m
2..
Standard.
rooms for light housekeeping. Miss Seal.
Sold by all detank
11:05 p.
No, 4.; .11:05 p. m
Richley, 508 Main avenue.
.
2:10
m
No.
2:05
a.
s
8..
2:10 p
1:45 p. m
No. 10..
FOR
RENT Two
housekeeping
BOUND
WEST
In
Faith
Lucky Stones.
rooms. 411 Seventh street.
m
u
.
1:46
No.
.
1:20
p.
Laugh and scoff all you please, you
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
will not be able to lessen one jot the No. 3.. . 6:10 a. m..... 6:15 a.
FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
firm belief of thousands that there is No. 7..
4:30 p.
4:20 p. m
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
such a thing as a lucky stone. A re- No. 9.
7:00 p
6:35 p. m
918
etc.
Excellent
location.
bath,
cent pamphlet issued by the vender of
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
such stones declared to have been
Eighth street.
25c per 100 lbs
100O to 2000 lta, each delivery
gathered with many others near Cey--'
40c per 100 lbs
to
each
200
1000
lbs,
delivery
Ion, India, contains testimonials from
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
50c per 100 lbs
men of standing, who seem to be coneach
200
50
to
lbs,
delivery
511 Ninth street.
vinced that they have the real luck
fascinator with them as constant companion. One enthusiastic stone holder
This
1200 Lincoln Ave
boasts that he has never been withPhone Main 227
out a dollar since he purchased the
FOR SALE Household goods.
Geo.
Silver
stone and that he has been offered
Dice, 1002 Eleventh street.
many and many a job where he could
-- if
use FOR SALE
not coax a single offer before the
RETAIL
Canary birds. Call 307
stone reposed in his vest pocket. The
East
National.
for
each,
$1
of
the
stones,
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20c per 100 lbs.
EMPRESS
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
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Each
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FOR SALE A good refrigerator;
30c per 100 lbs.
Each
FLOUR
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs.
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50c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery
I
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100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
Had Lost Whole States.
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. StevWhen Mr. Bryan was on the ocean
I a present for do--f
A
ens, Humbo'idt, Kan.'
trip which resulted in his boat going
acsomething
ing
the
made
ashore near Cuba, he
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
do any
'd
quaintance of an English scientist
you
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who told him some fascinating stories
when
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of
you
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the
way
about
PRIVATE board with or without
unknown islands in the sea. The scilearn how Much
Mrs. Del Chambers, 710
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entist mentioned one island which
BeYer EMPRESS
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avenue.
Grand
isplace, and his theory was that the
FLOUR reclb is. g
land did not move, but that it had
which
Made by GERsome peculiar magnetic quality
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
affected the ship's instruments and reMAN PROCESS
AMD
sulted in erroneous records.
"It's astonishing," the learned man
SIGN PAINTING
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remarked, "that an Island as large as
FLOUR AND
EMPRESS
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N. O.
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YOU
THE
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old chums from Rediand, was also a wwuld have preferred not to have ue rcgai ueu
shut out, but Mr. Overall was on the nade any public statement for anoth- al growth has entirely disappeared
MANY
hand been and he has been freed from any poswrong side or end of the score. His er year yet had not his
re- sible signs of it in any other part of
and
a
imperfect
partial
former teammates, believing he had forced by
with- the body for at least two years."
of
his
published
experiment
and
port
through
gained enough glory by
the shut-ou- t
route, changed the pro- - out his knowledge or consent. What
to
gram by handing Overall a trimming he has actually accomplished up
TELLS OF LIFE IN GAY HAVANA
in the following excontained
date
is
0.
neat
the
of
to
score
1
by
arOld Formalities Are Giving Place to
GOOD
Overall won ten of the thirteen tract from Dr. Woods Hutchinson's
MagaAmerican
June
bal-- i ticle in the
American Ways, Says Wife of
the
he
for
Chicago
Karnes
pitched
Mexican Minister to Cuba.
ance of the season, one ending a tie. zine:
real
of
results
promise
first
"The
a
of
WILL NOT BE In fact, this was the beginning
ORVIE OVERALL
Washington, D. C. Senora Adela
remarkable pitching career, the big obtained in this field are those of Dr. P. de Codoy, wife of the Mexican minTHE ONLY ONE IF HE IS
Skin and
Californian
SUCCESSFUL.
ister to Cuba, is spending the winter
building up a record Leo Ixieb of the Barnard
The In
Louis.
she Is well
which was really sensational In every Cancer hospital of St.
Washington, where
statements which Doctor Loeb makes known and popular. In a recent inAfter two years of .absolute real.-- .respect,
as to his results are of the most cau- terview she had much of interest to
Tries to Regain Prestige,
from baseball, Overall, the giant Cal-- !
character. In- say about Havana, where she has her
However, Overall is about to try tious and conservative
ifornia hurler, is trying Ihe come- not to home. The interview In part was as
have
would
he
prefered
deed,
and
for a new place among the great
back act.
:
for follows
statement
is a beautiful city and we
The announcement that the sensa- - 'successful hurlers, try to regain the have made any public
"Havana
hand
exalted position he held before his another year yet had not his
found Americans coming there in vast
tional pitcher of the Cubs in 1907-been forced by a partial and imper- numbers, usually from Florida or from
would again don the spangles caused two yeais of complete seclusion.
his experiments pub- New Orleans after the carnival time.
interest. Whether tie tory tells about several poted twin-wil- l fect report of
his
without
knowledge or con- It is worthy of a visit, indeed, to spend
lmlished
or
real
for
be the Overall of old, or even a era who quit the game
has
he
actually accom- an entire winter there if one has the
of sent. What
good healthy resemblance of the aginary grievances; It also tells
leisure. Many seem to possess that
to
is
this: ,
date
up
back. They plished
comfortable combination of plenty of
mighty hurler who cut such a wide their attempts to come
"After much experimenting with time and the requisite cash and it
swath in the old National for half a were either flat failures or ailed to
various metallic salts upon cancers
dozen seasons, is a question, says snow tne class or sum mey am
and tumors In animals, he discovered
fre tney I""- the Kansas City Star.
111
the
that the salts of copper had a re- r ,
back
the
past
r
misty
Away
bow
Orval Overall made his initial
in big league company on the l5th famous Will White of the Cincinnati markable action upon these growths.
made the When a moderate dose of copper was
day of April, 1905. pitching for the Reds and Dr. Lee Richmond
out injected into the blood it would cause
to
come
after
back
being
attempt
the
Cincinnati Reds against
Pittsburg
season.
several
ot
the
game for
fij'st a swelling and reddening of the
club. The big youngster had; come
to
then a breaking down anu unsay
lasteu
tumor,
enough
long
They
just
east heralded as a mighty atluete,
charge, followed by rapid shrinkrge
and much Interest was centered in "howdy."
of
hurler
a
Tom"
and finally disappearance of the
Lovett,
mighty
his first appearance. Some seven
After trial of a number of
after
national
performing
growth.
winreputation,
almost
the
thousand bugs braved
a
most
in
copper salts, it was found that the
try Masts to watch the Visalia won- for the Brooklyn iationalslS9U-y- i,
remost effective and least disturbing
i
manner
brilliant
it'
ait
to
during
deceive
der In his first attempt
colloidal copI
'
UK.1
f
l
'
the hard hitters of the National lea- fused to sign tlie contract ottered him was what is known as
a cut ot $700 was the per, a very finely divided form of the
Seven thousand heads were for 189:2.
gue.
turned toward the young western cause, this coming after two very pure metal itself, its particles being
refused to tiny that they float in water, maki
giant when he strode forth to take successful seasons. Lovett
(colloidal) soin
and,
the
fact, ing a milk or glue-likto
stand
for
shave,
up the task of pitching his first game
as,.ed for that amount increase, so lution.
In the majors.
with a diu'ereuue of $1,100 between
"After thoroughly satisfying himself
All Attention On Pitcher.
tor
was
doing
there
them
nothing
this was harmless to life, he sefocusthat
were
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fascination for O. Overall just one season of 1893 and worked at his matter in what part of the body it foliage make a picture which one
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Latin-America-

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?"
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"What shall I wear?"
"What shall eat?"
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.
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nice line of GIFT
MURPHEY'S.
A

Light automobile
o'clock thi3 evening.

better

be

lamps at

7:48

$1.40 NOW

r

Liidwig Win. lifeld

Blackberries Next Week

,

V

the
make with trousers
2lirgoQi
cut full and loose and lined
throughout
15 DISCOUNT

SAVE$IjOSrMQTI01T

'

And Comjskw

A

LIGGETT'S GRADUATION
OLATES at MURPHEY'S.

CHOC

The old type

wooden typa

For

--

wrrtintfdeaK.and'the little wooden table were only adaptations
for the stenographer.

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE UDEL

LB

THERE IS NO

IN THE CAN

!

Few Days Only

bl

That your boy may have a new
suit for commencement.

Itubel Martinez is today in jail and
Two reel war feature and a Bio- giaph comedy at the Browne tonight. for 29 days will celebrate his eigh
TYPEWRITER STAND AMD CABINET
teeiith appearance as a prisoner of
Admission 10 cents.
72 is aitmefeicabiixtmeb iieejacf
the city on the charge of drunkenness
needs ofparticular sfeitcteptmv.
not mind
From 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Saturday. Martinez evidently does
letterheads,
second-sheet- s,
positively, every trimmed hat will be working on the streets, and. as he
eitvelope&etc.
No
a
is
to
drawers collect dirt and causa
sold at half price. Mrs. A. Standish.
good worker, the city has no kick
confmioH. No crumpled pspu-coming. When Rubei gets on one of
liftiitj.to follow iig"ht;
he becomes one of
Pinch's Golden Wedding itye. aged his joy sprees
takes up Utile room ;
pits smfii space.
in the wood. Direct from the distil- the most unmanageable' of characters
Come today zvd inspect it.
lery to you. At tie ixMy. of course. He was sentenced by Judge D. R. Mur
THE
ROSENTHAL
FURNITURE
CO.
ray this morning to serve 30 days.
Opposite the Y M. C. A
INITIAL
PAPER and CORRES Jack Boland was arrested by Night
EAST LAST VEGAS, N
PONDENCE
CARDS for GRADUA Officer Ed Ward Wednesday evening
and yesterday afternoon at the city
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
court was given a sentence of efcht
'Prom the Manger to the Cross" days' labor on the streets. He was
the Photoplay tonight only, six arrested on the charge of drunken
KTLLAHD I,
DEAD
eels, five parts. Admission, children. ness, and on account of this beln
his
was
first
a
10 cents,
appearance
given light
adults, 20 cents.

Qui Art Steel

STEARNS STORE

SUITS

A full line of
every age of

afternoon.
big line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at MUR
PHEY'S.

AND CHILDREN'S

ONjOyS

Phone Main 379

Mr. and Mrs. Sig Nahm will be at
home to their friends on next Sunday

SPECj.j4'L PKlC.dS

I

Your water faucet
leaks
Your range needs
waterfront
Your stove needs
new castings
Your lawn mower
needs sharpening:

INITIAL CORRESPONDENCE
CARDS AND PAPER for GRADUATION GIFTS at MUURPHEY'S.

LATER, they ma.y be ch.ea.per BUT they

can't

at

BOOKS

Try a dram or Old nayior
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Now For Preserving

FRIDAY, MAY 23, 1913.

IF

LOCAL NEWS

We Have Plenty of Fine

optic,

and E Waists, the best waist
made, the 50, 65c and 75c kind at
K

jJlGREENBERGER

TRIPP

"HITS

DUALITY F BITS

"THE KIM) THAT IS NOT

Nothing more pleasing than a box
Big assortment of COMMENCE'
LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, fop
MENT BOOKS- at MURPHEY'S.
your GRADUATION GIFT, at
of

LYE-PEELE-

-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At
r

J. fi.

STEAR-N-

S

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
E. B, Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
S B, Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital,

$100,000

N. M.

Sukpius, and Undivided

Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within (he Scope of Good Banking.

interest Paid on

Time Deposits

w.o
SWASTIKA COAL

Strawberries
Bananas
Apples
Grape Fruit
Oranges

Black

,

an opportunity to see Lord Bantock
and his handsome young bride, Lady
Bantock, when they arrive in Las
Vegas on May 27.

DEAD

This morning at 3 o'clock in the
state hospital, where he had been a
patient for a few months, Edward T.
Gillettette died at the age of 65 years.
Mr. Gillette apparently had been im
proving for the past few weeks, but
death came unexpectedly. He was
born in New York state, in 1858 and
spent the larger part of hig younger
days there. Mr. Gillette was married
in 1883, and then moved to the southwest where he has resided since,
spending the larger part of the time

lesteraay evening aT; 8:15 o'clock
at the residence of his son, George
W. Tripp, Willard Ives Tripn died of
ailments peculiar to old age. He had
been ill for some time.
Mr. Tripp
LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES FRESH
was 72 years of age and had been
and ESPECIALLY
BOXED for the
resident ol Las Vegas for the nast
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at MUR
nine years. He was born in WaterPHEY'S.
town. New York, where he spent his
younger days, later living in Iowa
Complete change of program at the
Nebraska and Colorado at different
Browne tonight. "The Battle of Bloody
periods of his life. He was a soldier
Ford," an. incident of the Civil war. in Albuquerque.
in the United States
army and also a
Mr. Gillette was a barber. He was
in two parts; "All Hail the King,"
sailor, having been around the world
Biograph comedy.
Admission 5 and a member of fraternal orders in Al- twice. Mr. Trin n whs th n rn orl in 1 071
10 cents.
buquerque and was well known there. and in 1S94 moved to New Mexico
He is survived by his wife, who has
residing in the southern part of ihe
a resident of this city for some State Until 1903 When
been
COMMENCEMENT
BOOKS, LIGt
l.n mnvo
time. The funeral will occur In Albu Las
GETT'S
CHOCOLATES
In
He was a member of
Vegas.
fancy
boxes, INITIAL PAPER AND COR- querque. The body will be sent to Alpha Chapter No. 1 of the Woodmen
that place by the Las Vegas Under of the
RESPONDENCE
CARDS at
World, of Omaha, Neb., and
taking company.
was one of the first members to
join
that organization, it being the first
BOOKS
suitable for GRADUATION lodge of the order.
Las Vegas Camp Modern WoodGIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
men of America have
Mr. Tripp i8 survived, besides his
their
changed
regular meeting nights to the second
wife, by two sons, George W. Tripp,
NOTICE.
md fourth Mondays of each month.
representative' from San Miguel coun
The
La
Jara
Hunting and Fishing ty to the first state
Their neit meeting will be held on
legislature, and
c'iub
has
Monday evening, May 20. As there is
jased the LavJara and Tip Louis E. Tripp of Clovis who is pm- . two
are
wnicn
tne
northernimportant business to be transacted iaKesr
ployed by the Santa Fe Railway commost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
every member is urged to be prespany at that place. His mother Mrs.
ent. Refreshments will be served af- of the Ten Lakes Land company. No Susan Tripp; a brother and
sister,
person will be allowed to hunt or Norman
ter meeting.
Tripp and Mrs. w. L. Buell.
fish upon this property except memaside in Clinton, Iowa.
Arranse- bers of the club, and all persons go- ments for
the funeral have not been
The class play to be presented by
there must be prepared to show made.
the senior class of the Normal Uni- ing
a membership card In this organizaversity promises to be the greatest tion. Otherwise
they will be arrestAbout 8,000,000 men are employed
amateur performance ever given In
ed for trespassing.
in regular occupations in Great
Las Vegas. The p'iay, "Fanny and
THE LA JARA HUNTING
the Servant Problem," is of high or
AND FISHING CLUB.
der, full of thrillinz situations, and
the cast has it thoroughly in hand
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
and will satisfy the theater-goinpub
lic that it is superior to many of the LOST Black suit case,
containing
professional companies that come to
furnishing goods. Return to W. S.
Las Vegas. Tickets pn sale at Mur- Crane, Rosenthal Furniture
coms.. .
phey's.
pany, and receive reward.
.
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BAKERY GOODS

!

PhM9Mik1

FOB ONE WEEK ONLY

THE BEST THAT

'

Tartarian Cherries,

etc.

,

We

$6 sxnd $7 Suits

Turnips
Carrots
Spinach
Asparagus
Green Onions, etc.

CHOICE OF THE HOUSE
75c, 85c

and 95c Boy Shirts
WeJst 40c

o,n

a.re

Vegetables

and
Fruits in Season

8
'

I CHERRIES

BEN LEWIS, 'rop,
See our line of Boy Scout Suits and

THE HOME OF THE BEST
EATABLE

Shoes

& E1ATWABD

CO

$G.OO to

00.00 in Price

The Best Medium Grade All Cotton Mattress Made

THE EL A IHE FELTED COTTON

Our Leader at $12.00

The Equal of Any $15.00
to $18.00 Mattress on the
Market

J.U9WEN&S0N
Exclusive Local Agents

i

$150 will buy 2 good,
building lots on
$600 will buy 3 good
building lot on
$95fl will buy 4 roonTadobe house on

$1300 will buy nice

5

Tilden avenue.
Fifth street.
a good corner.
room frame house on 2 lots well improved

8

j

i

'

on Eighth street.
$1600 will buy modern frame house

"

street.

6

rooms,

'

2

gjj

lots on Jackson
Pj

will buy modern 6 room house, all
improvements, Including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room
house, everything
uaie, 6 lots, Dest location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU
$3250

-

up-to-

THE INVESTMENT
603 Lincoln Ave.

&a AGENGY

1
1

CORPORATION

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
I
esscS
"vx7--

.-

STORE

iUiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic'iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiai

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
modern
cities.
by
Ringf out the old mistaken methods.

SIHAWOtKRIES

AND

EVERY DAY

TOE PALACE CL0. CO.

THE GRAAF

THE mOlW&AT

head-

quarters for fresh
'it

OF EVERYTHING

Now

Better Milk For a Better Town

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets

AT

SPRING MATTRESS
I

CAN BE MADE

-

'

4

.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

IN

E. T. GILLETTE

The people of La8 Vegas will have

Get Your New

J?

FATHER
OF REPRESENTATIVE
FROM SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
DIES OF OLD AGE

g

MOST H AT FOR YOUR MONEY

entl offitaln

hi miss

sentence.

CiBOUCHE
PHONE MAIN 4 and 2)

Ring in the new correct ones.

c '

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

Milking Time 4 A. M.

Las Vegas, New Mex

and 2 P. M.

1

